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Original Contributions.
A MEDICAL ITINERARY: BEING AN ACCOUNT OF A SAIL

THROUG.H THE SACRED ISLANDS.

BY EZRA IUIRLBUIT ST '.FFORD, M.B.,
First Asistant Physiciai, Asylumu for insatie, Toronto.

Fniom very ancient times it bas, I believe, been the custon for
eminent doctors of physie to advise the waters of various natural
aprings for those of their patients who were sufficiently affluent tco
indulge in such-x luxuries. The resuilts were often very satisfactory,
it is said, and the benefit experienced was usually attributed to
tie peuliar properties of the waters.

More recently the climate of a few favored regions lias for a
number of enipirical reasons been advised in a similar manner: and
the results of a pilgrimage to one or other of these climates lias
Leen said to be beneficial ini much the sane way as a sojouru at the
mineral springs. IL has possibly been noticed that the benefit
derived is often proportionate to the renoteness of the locality
selected or the expense attending the undertaking. The ability
to drink profusely of alkaline or ferruginous waters a long way
off, and to bathe lavishly in the saine, camine in time to be regarded
as a reasonable sign of wealth: and the very word "Springs"
eventually grew to be a synonym for all, or at least for a good
deal, that was very respectable.

In the choice of a climate, popular practice reached a similar
culmination, and in Europe, Italy and the Riviera were considered
excellent resorts for wealthy (and feeble) English people; while in
America, Florida, the Beriudas and California enjoyed a like
preference.
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While not for a moment questioning the fact that benefit nay
be derived from mineral waters and Elysian climates in general,
the writer lias so frequently observed results quite as satisfactory
obtained under altogether different circumnstances that he lias no
hesitation in pressing the point that the chemical qualities of the
mineral waters in question, and the particular temperature and
specific gravity of the air of a certain climate, are to sone extent
purely incidental; and that it is not the copious potations indulged
in by the conscientious patient at the springs which serve to recupe-
rate his fallen energies, so mucli as the abrupt and sometines total
disadjustment of a series of habits (frequently luxurions) whicl,
vith rest and change, facilitates the processes of constitutio.1 al

repaîr.
The life of all men, in wliatever rank, from the lowest to the

highe.st, tends to become a routine. Nature, when forced into
a (iagram, loses its strength; and as artificial conditions becone
more marked, the first signs of degeneration are (leveloped. Thus
the leisure classes, vhen they go to Tunbridge Wells or to Nice,
are drawn away for a time from the routine of sated luxury which
would eventually lead to tleir utter degeneration, and in the coni-
plete change find in reality the benefit, cteris paribus, which they
attribute, witi puerile reasoning, to a certain mineral water or
a special climate. .

This is, of course, all very well for the opulent mnembers of the
privileged classes; but if a brief emancipatien fromn the disimal
routine of modern life is after all the secret, in great part, of their
physical restoration; why should not the classes who find themn-
selves in narrowed circumstances take advantage of the same
principle, and, in a similar manner, thouglh with perhaps less
splendor and ostentation of respectability, create a " fault " in the
diagrammatic strata of their irksome lives; and, regardless of
climate or springs, receive similar benfit froni the disadjustment
qf habit which is open to them quite as mucli, thank Fate, as to
the complacent millionaire?

All practitioners are familiar with that poor drudge who denies
herself the necessities and even the decencies of life, that a tuber-
culous husband may, as a derier resort,go to Colorado Springs, or
winter in Bermnuda-aye, and with the half-starved, haggard girls
aiso, who, at the imperious mandate of the enlightened physician,
have sent the luminous elder brother (who was probably studying
at the theological college, also at their expense-studied too liard,
they generally say) to St. Augustine, and are facing the difficult
task of keeping that highly gitted individual there-and subsisting
themselves at home.

As a matter of fact, one of the most thriving industries in a
number of these remote and expensive places is the manufacture
and sale of tombstones. In the case of a large number it is both
ridiculous and criminal of the physician to dispatch the patient
thither. As for those more favored, they miglit possibly have been

- E
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treated at home, or if not at home, cert&niy with results equally
cleering M a score of less renownta iaces within easy hail of their
home and friends. The success of a very large number of bQth
minerai water and climatic resorts is based in a spirit of unmitigated
professional charlatanisn, as Guy de Maupassant lias pointed out
1 ith such inimitable derision in Mont Oriol.

The Province of Ortario alone offers within its confines all the
geographical variety that any physician really needs; and while
destined possibly to furnish acceptable summner resorts to less fav-
ored portions of the continent, may in the lands of the conscien-
tious and sane physician, be studied to a more philanthropie purpose
-I mnean as a salubrious region for the treatment of the sick.

Convinced of this, and in a laudable spirit of inquiry, I lately
decided to occupy my " studious leisure" vith a scientific recon-
naissance of sonie of the wilder regions of this province, and with
the happy result that 1 can now authoritatively put forward the
followinig itinerary as a satisfactory equivalent to the most delight-
fully remote and gravely expensive resorts knowvn to fame, for one
who feels ill enough to long for such healing (and aristocratic)
liaunts, but lacks time, and perhaps something else, for the experi-
ment. Conscious that I an conferring a great benefit upon the
human race, I have hast.ened in rather untechnical language, and
with imany idle digressions, I fear, to set down in writing a careful
statement of the itinerary referred to. I regret to say tha4 in my
description of the regions explored it was not possible to retain the
ponderous dignity usually observed by scientific writers upon this
subject. This fault was not, however, so inuch mine as that of the
subject. •

Imrnimis, I shall always be glad that I decided to wheel to the
port of departure, rather than use the railway ticket which had
been provided, for the long ride through the summer fields in the
moonlight was a very pleasant experience, and it was on the high-
way, moreover, that I chanced to meet a friend who vas afterwards
my companion through the whole voyage. He was an unfortunate
youth, and was having a good deal of trouble all by hi.mself with
the tires of his wheel.

I believe people have been known to be speechless with rage
upon such occasions, but in the present instance I did not notice
this phenomenon. In fact, I heard wlhat lie said. He did not want
to be speechless. iHaving given him (though much shocked by the
violence of his language) considerable aid, in the formn of advice
and cenent, the grateful young man elove to me out of sheer grati-
tude, and the tire having been repaired, we rode away in the early
morning dusk together. His name was Jolhan.

I was destined presently to succor him for a second time. It
seeis that lie had (without nedical advice) partaken of a large

muniber of apples in that stage of maturity usually noticed early
n July; and lie began to complaiv straightw'ay of a second compli-

,ation, nearer home than the tire. I began to think that lie was
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very unfortunate. His little tour did not seem to be begining
auspiciously. Moreover, it might interest the neurologist to knîowv
that he had a tondency to plunge awkwardly off his wheiel and lie
down flat on the ground. Adan himself could not have reinei-
bered with greater repugnance the apple which he ad eaten, nor
have blamped his own folly more bitterly, when it was too late to
nourish prudent thoughts.

. I told the nelanicholy young man that he would caten cold
-an admonition very popular with the laity; but advice lid
not act as a very powerful stimulus, so, as a last resort, I awak-
ened a neigiboring fariner, and at his suggestion gave the siek
youth some salt and water-not very much salt. The farier
said that a pound vould make a cow feel better, so being only a
man, we merely gave him half a pound. But the farmer's wife,
wvho had joined us as soon as she could arrange ber attire, did not
seem to think this vise, and the patient eagerly agreed with lier
that it was not. Soiewhat hurt in our minds, the husbandman
and I le'ft the sick youth to lier, and she promptly administered
some forty drops of horse liniment in bot water and rum. She
said it ought to be rather warmin g. The farimer, w'ho seemed to wish
to be always disputing with th.t excellent female, said this was
worse for him than the salt was-and my compliant friend had still
strength enough to agree -with the husband inI a very weak voice
that ib was. But I ean with diffliculty respect a mnan w'ho agrees
with everybody.

Nevertheless, these adaptations of veterinary practice seemed
to have aroused the stricken man, for while we were all still
pondering if there were not some other beneficial thing we. might
do for poor Johan, and bad almost struck upon a plan of rather
heroie treatment, the patient who had been listening with keen
interest suddenly arose and ýottered with deep groans to the gate,
where he showed an unnatural desire to at once part from his
kindly benefactors and continue his journey into the cold night
alone-which was, I think, ingratitude.

Having now wheeled nearly all night by the light of the full
moon, we stood together an hour later on the sumnit of a great
sloping hill at early dawn, and by the soft pink glow of the rising
sun saw through the rolling mists of palest purple the silvery
gleam of the Georgian Bay waters miles away. As we approaclhed
the port I reasoned with myself as to whether I should unfold to
Johan the journey I had laid dovn for myself, and in lite hin
to join me. Usually I prefer to be alone, and there is always a
great risk in choosing a companion, especially in such a learned
tour as I was contemplating, which, besides being medical and
scientific in its object, was over very historical ground indeed, and
a grave enterprise therefore, to be taken in hand seriously, and with
a,mind cahnly. poised. I thought I would ascertain tentatively
whether his tastes were historical or not. I krew, of course, that
they were already medical, for he said that he could still taste the
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horse liniment. My opportunity came as we reached the beautiful
steamer Alaiojes/ic.

" We part here," he said. IL was evident lie had followed me
dowvn to the wiarf to sec mue off.

" No," I answered in a bluff, hearty voice, " not yet, niy friend.
I have beei thinking it over, and I would really be charmed to
have you comne witi mle."

" But I cannot," he said, making as if to go aboard, " for you
see I have bought mny ticket."

a Not on tlat boat 1" I cried with some irritation. "It is I who
an going on tiat boat. That is ny boat." And I looked sideways
towards a little mud-barge, as if for him to go on it.

Not knovimg iny previous thoughts, of course, he only laughed
at tins, and iad given both our wheels to the porter before I could
say anything more.

"At all events," I thought to myself, as I grasped the odd
coincidence, "I w'anted the fellow to come withi me, anyway." So
I thought I would find out if lie was historical, and with a view to
firther discussing the places about to be visited, which played
se important a part in the days of the French 'rqine asked
him casually if lie had paid imucli attention to the "Relations of
the Jesuits." He said that lie believed the Jesuits had aunts and
icles like other people, but that his acquaintance amnong the

kindred of the Order was very limited. This was a damipener.
Furthiermtore, it began to rain as soon as we cleared port, and

we withdrew to our stateroomu. He sat on the lower berth, and I
sat opposite upon a little stool with a pipe. As we couldn't see
anything outside for the storm, I talked to him until tea-time
about a convention of undertakers and embalmers I once went
to on a pass, and he found my narrative so amusing that he would
repeatedly throw his head back and hit the edge of the upper
berth with thebald portion of his parietals. Johan: was very bald.
Being mindful to always have my thioughts bent upon scientifie
inquiry, i made my account after he had done this for the third
time even more funny than it really was (for the embalmers had
not had a particularly cheerful time together), so that I would be
able to seà< how mnany times my friend would forget about the
berth and hit his head again. Statisties would, I think, be of
interest, but the course of scientifie observation was unfortunately
disturbed, for at the first sound of the gong the passengers poured
with alacrity to the tables, and it struck me that this famine
alertness might be a preliminary to the period of expansive
rejuvenation as prefigured in the enticing advertisements of the
steamboat line.

Opposite me glowered a very robust personage who had an
enormous brilliant red beard of the variety which polite school-
boys iii their familiar moments designiate as "'fire-escapes." A
glance at him% was like a strong condiment. The meal was what
is known as a "fish\dinner," and consisted largely of white-fish,
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that exquisite delicacy of fresh northern waters. I would like to.
say as nuch about this admirable fish as a certain Roman emperor
said once about a favorite fish of his oNwn. Indeed, after this fish,.
I am told, the steamboat line has oeen very appropriately named,
" The White Line."* Certainly, after- having been once initiated
into its excellencies, I mean both of the steamboat and the fish, one
is in no way to forget it. The Atlantic bas its cod, and the Pacifie
its salmon, but here was a fish of the lonely depths and foaning
cataracts with a wild piquancy and a romance unsullied by any
mental picture of cod liver oil, or the canned products of Astoria,
We were soon to see the dusky fishers themselves.

I found considerable entertainment during the meal in observ-
ing a Michigan widower in rather gay mourning, who was
speaking to an eligible female with that soft bewitching mnanner
which characterizes some commercial gentlemen when buying and
selling goods. He was explaining to her the peculiar uses of a
patent finger-nail-parer. I noticed that his nails were nearly gone
through repeated demonstrations of its utility upon them. It was his
pleasant way of opening an acquaintance or ending a conversation.
It was of nickel, and, as lie remarked, " small of compass, and with
care vould last a lifetime." It combined all the uses of the toilet-
table armamentarium at a, very low cost. He, however, could get
another one, I heard him say (through a friend), for thirty cents.
The regular price of this invaluable pocket companion would seeni
to have been thirty-five.

After a promenade on the hurricane deck, where the lake air
stimulated one like a glass-two glasses-of sherry, I returned to
the saloon, where the more stupid of the passengers were already
reading the inevitable Scotch novels with their ministerial heroes;.
and not much cheered with the sight I retired to our stateroom to.
»find that I had been forestalled by my prudent companion, who.
had thoughtfully pre-empted the lower berth. For a moment I
could have pounded his unconscious head, as it shone through a
rift in the curtains like a pale moon through a crimson cloud. It
alvays grieves me to see one too thoughtful of self. I overcame
the savage impulse, hovever, and presently fell asleep in the berth,
above him thougli it was still very early in the evening, and
slumbered with the soundness of a primitive cave-dweller, with
vague visions of the Sacred Islands, lying far away through the-
dark and storm upon the bosom of the lonely waters.

I had longed for years to see their mysterious coasts, haunted
even to our day with the mythical spirit of Algonquin legend., I
was awakened very early by the clear warm glow of the morning,.
and looking out saw the placid waters burnished like silver, ivith a.
deep border of crimson upon the eastern sky verge. The sun was.
up. Far in the distance there was a delicate blue line, broken il!
places, which I felt must be the enchanted isles. Perhaps the

* The Georgian Bay and Lake Superior Steamship Line of Collingwood.
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speli of beauty may have all been in ny eye. At all events, it is a
great luxury to sleep like a cave-dweller.

We were approaching Grand Manitoulin Island, which was
long ago supposed to be the seat of the deity of the Algonquin
tribes. Manitou, the genius loci, reinains only as a name, yet an
air of intense loneliness hangs over tlh sombre hills. The bold
banks are luxuriantly clothed with beautif al verdure, but for miles I
saw' no sign of life. Sweeping northward, we entered a maze of
islets which swim like a thick host of smaller satellites about this
mighty isle. Through cold blue straits, hewn sharply in the bard
red rock, with the plumy green foliage spreading out in the shining
air above, the white steamer majestically glided, at times so near
the steep shores that outstretching branches almost brushed our
decks. The dimpling waters, as soon as we were in the archipelago,
were peopled with Indian craft. Froin Indian beach-fires the white
smoke slowly coiled as we floated on from isle to isle; and the
brovn wigwvans could be seen through the trees with the laughing
children playing naked in the sunlight with the dogs of the camp.
Sometimes we stopped and did trade with them as they came out
to us in their fleets-traded with thein, r fancy, in just the sane
old way that Cartier's sailors trafficked by the rocks of Stadacona,
or the Argonauts with the peddlers of Cholchis. Copper, our
In(diafn girls iad, and purple amethysts, and quaint forest volumes,
bound with sweet marsh hay, with the golden and silver pages of
birchen bark richly illuminated with the brilliantly dyed quills of
the porcupine. An aromatic odor clung to everything-a soft
persistent perfume that brought back all the wild romance of the
forest, and the power and peril and beauty and innocence of nature
still untarnished. In such a book should the epic of that lost race
be written.

As the shadows of evening deepened among the islands, group
after group of the passengers retired to the saloon, and I was left all
alone upon the upper deck watching the dim shores, and here and
there the deep red glare of an Indian camp-fire. There was a deli-
cate exhilaration in the balmy air, which, loaded with the soft tere-
binthinate perfumes from the ancient forests, seemed to suggest
frankincense and myrrh. The red and green liglits of the vessel
were tremblingly reflècted upon the calm black water, and soon
the moon rose in splendor over all and swam gently out among
the stars with all her golden sails spread. I state this as a fact of
singular scientific interest. It was at this time that I became
conscious of vigorous ululations from beneath, and the tin.pan
accompaniment of the steamer's piano. The passengers were all
singing hymns ! It was Sunday, and I had completely forgotten
it for one whole charming day.

We were at the time opposite a great promontory which seemed
to wall in all the north. On- the hidden -shore beneath were many
twinkling li ghts, and presently f perceived a deep cleft and a
sweeping valley, and along the banks a populous town. This
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beautiful haven vas called Core Bay. The thunderous bray of
the steamer's whistle put a stop to all the vocal exercises in the
c.bin, and as we neared the wharves the passengers all poured out
upon the deck. Crowds of people were noving upon the landing.
Carriages and busses were to be scen a little farther back, and
above all I couldi hear the discordant noises of civilization. It w'as
unnistakable, and in a moment illusion was conpletely gone.
Descending from imy place upon the upper deck, I made up my
mind resignedly to make the most of the world, the flesh and the
devil. I was very soon to come in contact with one of these three,
I won't say which, personified in the form of Beauty.

A large number of fresh passengers were cominig on board, and
vith a satchel and parasol in one hand and a dainty travelling

cloak in the other, I saw a young girl coming up the brass coin-
panionway. In a moment I recognized her with the utinost
pleasure. It was Cynthia, who with softly beaming eyes dropped
her impedinenta at the sight of a faniliar face, and tripped for-
vard to meet me, followed by her cousin Farina. Cynthia had

been tamied to a soft honey brown since I had seen her last in the
hospital, and -was covered with that dainty bloom of girlhood which
.suggests rose gardens rather than drawing-rooms. It seemed odd,
too, to see Cynthia without lier uniform. Lovely and quaint in
lier kerchief and apron, and the Red Cross brooch at lier neck,
like a diviner Britonart, she was just as lovely as a civilian. I
imagine Cynthia was a typical summer girl. She had been spend-
ing a few weeks with Farina in lier remote island home. Rela-
tions of camaraderie were established at once by an imperious
request from Cynthia to find lier ticket, which she had casualIy
discovered at this moment to be lost. It flashed through my mind
to go and ask Farina, but she didn't look as if she knew. Then I
thought of going ont vith a few matches and looking carefully
over the pier. It might, I thought, have dropped betwecn the
planks and be even now harmlessly sticking there. I was pre-
vented from going ashore in quest of it by the drawing in of the
gang-plank, and further anxiety was removed by the discovery of
the ticket soon afterward where she had placed it for speciàlly
safe keeping.

It wvas a little later that my travelling companion, who had
been inaking overtures to the coy Farina, established her,'uot
without some resistance, at the piano already referred to, from
which "bad eminence" she proceeded to discourse popular airs.
Withdrawn at some distance I became presently conscious of a
portentous lull about that instrument, and it gradually dawned
upon mue that w«e were about to be favored with a solo from some
one who still kept modestly in the background. My suspicions,
which were based upon certain preliminary manoeuvres upon the
piano which one usually associates with an impending vocal
attempt by someone, had too soon their realization, for the next
moment my friend Johan was at lier side. I admonished Cynthia
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to be calii, and we both waited in painful expectation. ,Tohan
,inflated his breast ostentatiously for the better developinent of the

chest notes," I should suppose, and glanced about hin, bold in
his folly and void of fear. Then, without further dramatie pre-
:amble, he burst clistressingly forth into sacred song. The effort
was not exhilarating. At last, feeling this himself, he retired
somewhat crest-fallen, and eiployec the rest of the evening in a
discussion of educational matters with Farina, who, it seems, had
taught a rural school.

The next day we reached Sault Ste. Marie. The apples were
very expensive there, and were sold by the ounce. The shup
-people would not willingly consent to sell lialf an apple. Indeed,
I know of no place on the continent where one could more profit-
.ably have a store, for the prices of things are so high there that one
would soon get very rich. Our vessel remained in that port ùntil
-the next morning, and, with the whole evening before us, we had
to make up our minds how we were going to spend it. Farina,
who was startled by the terrible expense of everything (even of
-imitation onyx penholders), suggested that, we should ail four go
to a prayer-meeting. At the Sault they are very reasonable mn
their prayer-meetings; which are, as they should be, in the reach of
.all, and we thouglit that this would be withlin our means. It
appears, however, that my friend liad been making independent
inquiries upon his own account, and lie elected instead to run the
,rapids. In large bateaux, divers Canadian voyageurs were running
-what is called the Rapids for a nominal fee, carrying such passen-
gers as they could get while the steamers were in port. After
the raft-slides of the Chaudiére Falls, the scene of much youthful
disobedience and the joys of truancy, it appeared to me a rather
tame business to flounder down these eddies, equally free from any
danger of drowning, or, more exciting still, the perils of a parent's
just anger. Cynthia is prone to sea-sickness, moreover, and so we
left Johan and Farina to run the rapids together.

In the small hours I remember being awakened by a " presence"
in our stater'ooi. Lying at the dock as we were, and the window
being open, I was soniewhat uneasy. I cautiously looked througli
the curtains again, and saw that soneone in the faint liglt was
standing upriglt in ·the middle of the roon, so I said to myself,
"If I startie him it will startle my sleeping friend beneath me also,
*and lie vill dash out of his berth in his impulsive way, and then
when the two come to blows (as I hope they won't) I inay be able
*to benefit ny intrepid companion in the midst of the melée by some
sudden tlrust at his adversary fron my place of vantage up liere."
I accordingly brouglt my foot down with a sounding thwack be-
tween the shoulders of the pensive intruder, which sent him with
.a boutnce into the water pitclier. He turned upon me in fury. I
iad not expected this, and to ny consternation the sleeping youth

beneath me did not angrily dart out fron his berth and close with
the stranger as he opglit to have done. Could it be possible that
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lie was of a timid disposition! I had not calculated upon that, and
with some uneasiness saw that I was in for it single--handed. I also.
noticed at this time that ny adversary held a shadowy sonething
desperately in front of him as one does a weapon. There was no
report, and it began to look as if lie preferred to stab. Slowly
pulling aside ny curtain ho scowled at me for a moment and said,
" What did you do that for? " It was not a dagger at all, but a
five dollar bill. Johan had been dreaming uneasily about it. and
had got up to sie if it were ail rigit. " I have a riglit, I think,
to look after my property," he grumbled, and taking his filthy lucre
to bed with him, the matter was dropped.

The beautiful island of Mackinac is a favorite summer resort of
the Western States, and there we ended our outward journey. The
hack-driving industry greatly flourishes there. The island is a.
small one, and a drive around it i' very pleasant, I have no doubt.
It is altogether to the interest of the legion of cabmen, however, to
make the prospect of such a drive almost irresistible, which is
necessary, in view of the exorbitant fees in vogue. For this pur-
pose History and Legend have been called into play. At remnote
parts of the island, the drivers darkly hint, are sights of surpassing
grandeur and of intense historical interest. There are, for example,
different kinds of rock-arch rock, sk all rock, maiden's rock, and
the like, which no one should miss seeing. There is also a skull
cave, a devil's kitchen, a w ishing spring, and a lover's leap. The
hack-drivers, before a bargain is struck, only give one the naines
ot these wonderful objects, but they solemnly promise that on the
road they will tell you many very interesting things about them.
This, however, they will not do for nothing.

While quite alive to the fact that in the foregoing the numerous
details into which I have patiently entered, are of vital interest to.
the professional reader in search of accurate information upon a
purely medical subiject ; and while I have a will to laudably con-
tinue for a considerable time longer in the same deeply scientific
strain, it behooves me to remember the axiom of Holoferries, vir
sapit qui pauca loquitur.

So this, in conclusion of the whole matter, was my sail through
the Sacred Islands. I sometimes think of those halcyon days. even
now, and of the tragical partings at the end of that thrice happy
voyage. In sordid moments I murmur sometimes, too, against my
present commissariat, and cite the famous "fish-dinners" on the-

lajestic, but they say that it was not so much the freshness of the-
fish as of the air, and mock at me, and bid me with many other
unbelieving jibes to go back to the far-away islands of the north
and mend my temper and my appetite. This is the fate of all dis-
coverers-and explorers. And in revenge perhaps I shall. Yes, per-
haps I shall-but Cynthia will not be there ! She bas gone very
far away.

Soberly, however, and withoub further metaphor, the constant.
change of scene in a quiet water journey of this kind, while not.
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sufficient to unduly excite, is quite enough to draw -away from self
the thoughts of the invalid, and I would strongly recommend such a
journey as preferable in sone cases to a stay of equal length at the
best managed sanitariuni in the world. The enforced idleness of
a sanitariui is not always the wisest treatment for neurasth mia:
and in many cases, especially where mental depression is a m.rked
symptoin, the life at sucli a place frequently directs the patient's
thoughts to himself, and furnishes not the best food for a fancy too
inclined to brood darkly upon trivial personal matters. The morbid
should be removed from all associations of a similar nature, and if
possible cast loose in the free, strong current of wholesoine humanity,
blooing with health, and free froni all taint of disease. I have
often thought that in such instances similia simil' ILs nlol cwrî9antur.
And it was these ideas, rather than the pleasure in the voyage
which the mere tourist experiences, that first led me to think of
setting down what I have upon the subject; and if a certain blithe-
ness of feeling, which the reminiscences of such a journey may have
engendered, has led to an occasioial lightness in treatmîxent, I sin-
cerely trust that this will in no way cloud the more important facts
which I have brought forward for serious consideration.

From the tourist's standpoint, Mackinac Island and Thunder
Bay have been exploited by other hauds; and it is rather in the
interest of the convalescent, therefore, and the neurasthenic that I
have been drawn to speak, though not for a moment pretending to
have been the first to have been impressed with the idea, when it is
in this same charmed region of the north that a sanitarium for
consumptives has been very recently erected.

A CASE OF ABNORMALLY HIGH TEMPERATURE SUBSE-
QUENT TO ATTACK OF TERTIAN AGUE.

BY S. GRAINGER, M.D.

M. P., age thirty-nine, married woman, family of six children,
oidest one being.seventeen years of age.

Present condition-When sunmoned first late one evening, she
was found suffering froin a severe chill, accompanied by chattering
of the teeth, becoming almost uncontrollable. In spite of the fact
that she was covered up with two eiderdown bed-quilts, in addition
to the regular bed-clothing, she still continued cold. I found her
pulse at that time 102 to the minute, quite soft and flabby, and
considerably interrupted in action. Her teniperature was 104 1-5.
She had terrifie headache with a good deal of local pain over the
neighborhood of the spleen. Her skin was decidedly jaundiced, as
well as moist. After administering temporary relief, I was told-that
Mrs. P. had not been feeling well for over two weeks, that she
would get up in the morning feeling just as tired as when she
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went to bed, and that the least housework she would attenpt to dc
would be a perfect piece of drudgery to her, and that she would
have to lie lown every forenoon for an hour to rest. She had had
a great imany headaches recently, coming on about five p.n., and
lasting till bedtime, and also frequent attacks of nausca. On being
asked about the yellowness in the skii, she said that she had not
had that for seven years, since she left the South, where she origin-
ally caie from. SUe reported to me that where she spent sonie
years there was very low and swampy land, and that there was a
good deal of malarial fever there in the spring and fall of the year.

She said she had eight or nine years before had several attacks
of fever and ague coming on every second day, sonictimes every
third : but that since coming north she had been quite free fromi
the seizures.

Family history was good. Her father and mnother are both
living and well. Children all living but one, wlho died of Bright's.
disease, as a sequela to scarlet fever at eleven years of age.
There is no history of phthisis, or any other hereditary condition
vhiatever.

Each attack used to be followed by profuse sweating and
excessive weakness for hours. As the case was evidently one of
tertian malarial fever, I ordered her to have administered a bottle
of medicine containing quinine sulph., grs. v. to the dose, rubbed
up in fluid extract of licorice to cover the taste, every hour till the
attack subsided; being prepared to double or treble the dose if
required, as the patient said, " Now, Doctor, there is no earthly use
of you trying to poison me with quinine, as I have taken ounces of
it and it is no good." I did not, however, f ollow that advice, but
gave the nurse implicit directions to take the temperature fre-
qu'ently and watch the febrifuge effect of the quinine. I returned
next morning, hoping to find the tenperature considerably lowered,
and my patient a good deal more comfortable, having decided
meanwhile to continue the quinine in full doses and at frequent
intervals, so as, if possible, to abort the next chill on the second
day afterwards. To my surprise, however, my patient wvas feeling
very miserable, and the temnperature but slightly lowered, the chill
itself being, however, over. The pulse was still rapid and the
headache just as bad. Mrs. P. had vomited also three or four
times, and could not retain at all even the milk and lime-water
which I ordered her as nourishment. i determined to keep up the
quinine, but to give it less frequently, though in more heroic doses.
1, therefore, had cachets, containing ton grains each, put up, and
ordered one to be administered every four hours till my return in
the evenin. I also stopped the milk and lime-water, and admin-
istered half iilk and half barley-water, with instructions to the
nurse to give a cool alcohol bath every six hours. I also admin-
is.ered triturates of calomel, one-eighth grain to the dose, every two
and one-half hours, till one grain had been taken, to be followed by
a seidlitz powder. This latter was followed by a profuse bilious
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stool. At eight p.n. she wvas a little easier, and coniplained of all
imlanner of soumis in her cars, with a sensation as if the room were
turning round. She assured nie with all manner of mild invectives
that if I still even thought of givilig hez quinine not to do so, as it
iever did lier any good. As soon as I noticed that the awful
qIiuinine, which I dared to order in spite of lier terrible warnings,
had produced the physiological effect it had on the hearing, I was
sure that the temuperature had considerably deliquesced, and that
everything Vould progress nicely from that on. What -was my
surprise, however, when I took up the nurse's report to find my
patient's temperature still nearly as high as it liad been when she
was in the throcs of the first chill, and that in spite of the fact that
she haid taken nearly one drachn of quinine since morning. I
began to think thon that ny patient was right when she assured
me that the quinine, at ieast in this case, was no good. I then,
finding that there vas a good deal of depression present, and
shuddering when I thought of the fact that in all probability she
wonld have another chill the next day (forty-eight hours after the
first) decided tc make a change, and ordered cachets containing
salol, eight grains, and phenacetin, four grains, one to be taken

every three hours. Next day there was a good deal less depression,
and the pulse steadied, becomin c fuller and slower. The tempera-
ture was lowered to 102 1-5. T he only objection I found to the
phenacetin was the severe perspiration following each cachet,
though there was certainly less nausea. Fortunately, tlat evening,
though there was a distinct chill, it did not anount to very much,
and passed away after causing a good sweat. By this tinie the
headache had abated, and there was no further voniting of the
millk and barley, though I added champagne to lier diet occasion-
ally. For the following three or four days progress seened to be
going on nicely, with one exception, and that was that for some
reason the temperature insisted upon hoverin'g round 102 in the
evening and 100 3-5 in the morning. The chills on the fourth,
sixth and eighth days were about the saine in severity as th'at on
the second day, the temperature at eaci- time rising considerably
but soon falling back to about 101 4-5 or 102, but never lower. I
examined the urine for albumen, but found nothing abnormal
except a large deposit of urie acid. As a little cough had been
complained of I went over the chest carefully, back and front, but
found nothing to account for the fever. The pulse at the end of
the week had come down to eighty-eight, and hîad lost its intermit-
tency, but, do ny best, the thermomneter would show, both in axilla
and mouth, the sanie discouraging results. I used both a Hicks'
and Barry twin thermometer and got no difference. I stopped the
phenacetin and salol and used lactophenin for sorme days, but found
that, whether due to its use or not, the jaundice returned. I
ordered acetanilid, but in this case also found such a diminished
secretion of urine that I had to stop that also. Having read an
article in somne foreign medical journal on the antipyretie action of
kryofine, I ordered that preparation in seven and one-half grain
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tablets every four hours, at the sane time increasing the alcohol
sponging to every two hours. The following day, thirteen days
froin the original chill, the temperature had deigned to crawl down
two-fifths of a degree. So far, so good. The urine again became
normal and the skin resuned its regular color. That night the
teimperature lad not risen, as it had before, to 102 or in that
neighborhood, but was the same as in the morning. Next day the
temperature had sunk down to 100 2-5, and the patient felt better
in nany ways, having had a good night's rest. By this tine the
chills (tertian) iad ahnost disappeared entit. ly, and she began to
complain of wrnting sonethîing else than "slops " as lier food. I
kept up tie kryofine every four lours regularly, six tablets every
twenty-four hours, and vas most encouragd in the results. The
temperature continued to defervesce, and the pulse to beconie slow
and steady. As soon as the thermoneter showed ninety-nine I
ventured to order a little chicken, the breast finely teased, for lier,
which was very much relished. The champagne was increa.sed in
quantity, and the alcohol sponging decreased to twice daily. Sleep
for six liours at a timne becamte comnmnon, and gradually returning
physical strength froin day to day. In ten days more my patient
had entirely recovered. The question may weil be asked, What was
the cause of the persistently high temperature in spite of the fact
of the chills disappearing hlmost entirely? The cause was not to
be found in the kidneys, and not in the chest. There was a distinct
splenie enlargement. with a little local tenderness in that region,
but nothing more. I would like to hear from any readers of the
JOURNAL as to a similar case.

THE TREATMENT OF GOITRE.*

1Y CHARLES R. DICKSON, M.D., TORONTO,
Electro.Therapist to Toronto General Hospital, Hospital for Sick childrenf, St. Join's Hospital,

St. 3ichael's Hospital, President of the Amîerican Electro.Therapeutic Association.

THE chief worth of many papers presented at meetings such as
-the present consists in the discussion to which they give rise. My
object in reading this paper is to elicit from my confreres tlieir
views upon the relative value of the different methods of dealing
ýwith the various forms of goitre.

We have yet much to learn with regard to the thyroid gland and
the treatnent of the abnormal conditions in which we find it, but
much progress has been made in recent years in this direction.

In females the thyroid gland is frequently found in an engorged
-condition before the establishment of menstruation, or before tie
birth of a child; thtese conditions may disappear without treatment,

* Read at the Canadian IMedical Association meeting, Quebec, Augist, 1898.
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hience if there is no urgent necessity to interfere we may leave to
nature the restoration to the normal condition. But it often hap-
pens tliat instead of recession, we find that the condition is aggra-
vated at each menstrual period, or pregnancy, and our aid is
invoked. A nild forn of counter irritation is occasionally
sufficient, and the inunction of iodine is .advocated, or the internal
administration of calcium sulphide, or the extract of thyroid, or
thymus gland. A muild galvanic current passed through the gland
is often advantageous.

But the stage of engorgement may be carried further, and as a
-consequence other changes mnay be met wvith, such as fibrous, cystic,
calcareous, or inalignant. We also find a general disease, of which
the enlargement of the thyroid is only one symptom--exophthahnic
goitre. li this as in the other forms of goitre, we find that the
urgency of the symptois is not dependent upon the extent of the
enlargemîent. The excitability and rapidity of the heart's action
and the dyspnoea are the symptons to which our attention is chiefly
directed, but remedies which are usually eflicacious in such condi-
tions are not avlways to be relied upon here. Rest in the recumbent
posture, vith a diet restricted as far as possible to nilk, with an
occasional calomel purge, is one of the favorite recent nethods of
deal;ng with this condition; aemnia and anenorrhcea, if present,
must be comnbated; belladonna, strychnia, arsenic and iron are the
choice of soie, also the administration of the animal extracts
already alluded to. Galvanism of the sympathetic is a ineasure of
the greatest value also.

When there are parenchymnatous changes, the treatmnent laid
down in dealing with the engorged conditions is applicable ; the
electrical current in these cases may be used in greater strengfi.

In the fibrous variety more vigorous treatment is demanded; we
may first try the former plan, and failing in this, when no diminu-
tion in size is noticed after a reasonable time, electro-puncture mnay
be resorted to, the needle being so prepared that the surface in
contact with the skin and subeutaneous tissue is not capable of con-
veying the electrical current to these parts. The needle is connected
with the negative side of a galvanie battery, and the electrical
circuit is completed by means of a well moistened sponge or felt
covered metal plate connected with the positive side of the battery
and placed upon the shoulder. A current strong enough to cause
the electrolytie destruction of gland tissue is employed, and if sup-
puration occurs, free drainage is established.

In cystie goitres, particularly of the thin-walled varieties, elec-
tricity heads the list of remedies. The contents of the cyst are
first evacuated through an insulated canula ; the cyst is then filled
to distension -with a saline solution through the sane canula which
is now connected with the negative side of the galvanic battery; the
canula and solution thus form an electrode filling the whole cavity;
the electrical circuit is established by means of a positive electrode
as before, and a current of sufficient strength to destroy the lining
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membrane is epilloyed; the contents arc again evacuated, and firmn
pressure maIXitained, the object being to set up adhesive inflam-
mation of the cyst walls and so obliterate the. sac.

Calcification is a condition sometimues met with, particularly if
drainage las been prolonged after puncturc. In such cases the injec-
tion into the cavity of a very weak solution of hydrochliorie acid
daily may soften the calcified material and assist its renoval.

Surgical renioval, I consider, should be restricted to the malignant
forms, or those fibrous fornis which are not ainenable to other
treatinent.

The injection of iodine or other irritating fluids is an unwise
procedure. My experience with thyr.>id and thymus extracts has
not been very brilliant.

The whole subject of goitre is one in which I an deeply iii-
terested, and, thanks to my collpagues in Toronto, I have beei
enabled to devote much attention to the subject in recent years;
therefore I an particularly anxious to learn what has been the.
experience of others iii this direction.

296 Sherbourne Street, Toronto.

REPORT OF A CASE OF STRANGULATED UMBILICAL
HERNIA.*

BY W. J. GIBSON, M.D., BELLEVILLE.

MR. CHAinMAN,--In prescnting the following case to your
notice I have nothing new to offer, but desire solely to elicit soie
discussion as to the best means to be adopted in a class of cases
that are always formidable, and wlhen strangulated, frequently
disastrous.

Mrs. E., aged forty-seven, farmer's wife, weight nearly 300 lbs.,
family of seven children, youngest three years old. During child-
birth seventeen years ago, a rupture occurred at the uibilicus.
The hernial protrusion was small at first, but gradually increased
in size and the usual history of such cases followed, the attend-
ance of a physician being from timne to time required to relieve the
patient. At no time fromn its inception had the hernia been enti'iely
reduced.

On June the 9th last Dr. Mather, of Tweed, was sunmoned
and found the patient suffering intense pain and vomiting inces-
santly, the bowel evidently strangulated.

A hypodermic of morphia was administered and hot fomenta-
tions applied. In a short tine lie was enabled to return the bowel.
After an interval of ten days he was again called in, the condition
being the same as on June the 9th, only the symptons more

* Read at the Canadian Medical Association Meeting, Quebec, August, 1898.
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inteisificd. Stercoraceous vomiting had ensued. At tiis stage, Dr.
Hudson, of Roslin, was3 called in consultation, but ail efforts for
relief proved futile, and it was decided that an operation affbrded
ite only chance of saving Lte patient's life.

Dr. latiier telephoned to me and explained the nature of the
case and asked nie to cone out prepared to operate. I requested
the Dr. to see that plenty of water, towels and sieets were steril-
ized1 and a room got in readiness.

-aitving collected the necessary inaterial for operation, I asked
Dr. Yeomans, of Belleville, to accompany me, and after a thrce
hours' drive in a broiling sun and over dusty roads, we arrived at
ou. destination.

On examining Lte patient. I found a tunor as large as could be
grasped witi two hands. The bowel ivas readily discovered in the
centre of the mass, and as it had been strangulated for forty hours,
no further attenipt at reduction by manipulation was made. Tlie
patient's general condition was fair, teinperature one hundred and
a half, pulse ninety, stercoraceous vomiting still continuing. Iume-
diate operation was decided on, and the usual preparations for an
aseptic operation was made with as great care as tirme and conve-
niences at our disposal permitted.

Dr. Matier, assisted by Dr. Hudson, administered the auecthe-
Lie while Dr. Yeomans assisted me at the operation. After
tioroughly disinfecting the field of operation, an elliptical ine.sioi
,was made including the umbilieus. The sac was opened and rdLout
six inches of the transverse colon was found in fite centre of tie
mass. The bowel was a very dark port vine color but not
gangrenous. With considerable difficulty, owing to the extreme
distension, the ring vas divided, the bowel returned, and large
Blat sponges introduced to retain it. Tlie onental mass which was
firinly adierent to the margins of the openincr vas ligated in
sections and removed. Ratlier frec oozing kept up from a section
at the lower angle, and an additional ligature of kangaroo tendon
was tlrown around it, completely controlling the hoemorrhage. I
was rather doubtful of the sterility of this ligature, as it was taken
from a number that lad been handled at a previous operation
witiout subsequent sterilization.

The abdominal opening, three inches in -diameter, was iow
closed with buried silkworm gt passed one-quarter of an inch
aparb, through the recti muscles and peritoneuin, one inch back
fromn the inner margins of the opening, a continuous suture of
catgut whipped over all.

Silkworm sutures were again used and passed through the
skin, adipose tissue, the sheath of the recti muscles, including as
mnuci of the muscle as possible, aid before tying, the adipose
tissue was accurately approximated by a running catgut suture
so as to prevent any pocketing. The silkworm sutures were now-
securely tied and the margins of the skin united by a continuous
catgut sut.re. No drainage.

5 ., -.
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A strip of iodoform gauze was laid along the line of incision
for protection, and strips of adhesive plaster two inches wide
were applied to reinforce the superficial sutures and to support the
wound in case of vomiting. The usual dressing of sterilized gauze
and absorbent was applied, and all securely fastened by a broad
abdominal bandage. The patient was put to bed feeling very
comfortable. Instructions were given to use two quarts of normal
salt solution per rectum to allay thirst, and possibly aid in expulsion
of flatus and movement of bowels, teaspoonful doses of hot water
to be given every ten minutes, a hypodermie of morphia, ¾gr., to
be given if iuch pain or restlessness, urine to be drawn off every
six or eight hours.

A report by telephone 'on the following day from Dr. Mather
informed me tliat the patient passed a coinfortable night, no vomit-
ing, bowels had noved freely, pulse eighty, tempcrature ninety-
nine and a half, patient cheerful, and everything so far satisfactory.

1 Faw the patient again on the fourth day ; removed the dressing,
found everything dry, there had been scarcely any oozing. Dress-
ing renewed, diet increased, and no furthcr disturbance of dressing,
until the tenth day when a slight rise of -cmperature w'as observed.
On removing the dressing it was found there -was a discharge of
pus from the lower angle of the wound. Wound was thoroughly
irrigated, and directions given that it be irrigated twice a day.
Wound did not open more than one inch; throughout the rest of its
extent union was perfect. I believed the suppuration was caused
by the kangaroo tendon, about the sterility of which I had been
doubtful. No further trouble followed and.the sinus gradually
closed. I had expected suppuration to sonie extent on account of
the depth of fatty tissue. The result so far bas been very satis-
factory, thougli there is a strong probability that sooner or later
recurrence will take place.

AN INTERESTING CASE OF DEFECTIVE SPEECH.

BY w. A. YOUNG, M.D., L.R.C.P. (LONDON, ENG.), TORONTO.

JAMES G-, aged fourteen years, came under my notice some
time ago. The moment I asked hin a question I saw that it
was almost a physical impossibility for him to make any reply.
He was quite unable to even forin the words, far less articulate to
any de ree. Ie seened at first, to the average outsider, unable to
comprehend the meaning of the question put to him, though at the
saine time his mental faculties were sufficiently acute. His mother
told me that lier boy had been in this condition " since birth," and
that no matter what pains had been taken with him to teach him
during the past six years, no benefit had followed. She told me
that for days and months shie and many others had tried their best
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to teach hin to pronounce the siiplest words, but to no avail
James had ahways liad good health, in spite of this trouble with
his speech. Neither parent could assign any cause for the fact
tlat two of their sons had suffered in the sanie way, a brother of
my patient having been in just as bad a condition up till twelve
years of age. Two remaining brothers and three sisters always
have spoken very distinctly. No relatives on either side of the
fanily have ever suffered from a defect in the speech in any way.
This boy never had any infantile disease apart fron slight attacks
of the ordinar exanthemata. Ie had ncver been tongue-tied. I
examined most carefully his mouth. There was no malformation
of either maxilla: teeth were quite - gular and in good condition,
not even a condition of congestion of either of the pillars of the
fauces being nanifest. I noticed that both tonsils had been re-
moved. This, the mnother said, had been done at the Sick Chil-
dren's Hospital three years before with the object of relieving the
speech defect, but the results were nil. There was no arching Of
the hard palate, and no prominience of the pomum .Adami noticeable.
I examined his larynx with the laryngoscope, but found nothing
abnormal. In order to make sure. his mother had had the boy
exanined by an aurist to sec that there was no defect in the hear-
ing. Nothing abnormal was found there, the boy being able to hear
the ticking of a watch at a considerable distance away. Examination
of the chest showed nothing abnormal, the respiratory sounds being
perfectly normal. I becamne satisfied that James was quite able to
understand what was said to him, but that he had no apparent
power to respond in his inother-tongue. To aid hin in making
people understand his meaning, lie adopted a peculiar gibberish,
associated with a systei of signs, as his ineans of expression,
which were entirely unintelligible to any one except his parents.
The case was not or.e of stammering, as his mother said so many
friends had insisted on calling it, but I satisfied myself that the
fundanental trouble in this case was absence of the power of
differentiating between sounds, and that to perform a cure, medical
treatment in the ordinary way would be useless, and that the entire
inatter, seeing that the boy lad the average degree of intelligence,
would lie in a system of education conducted by some one who had
the necessary patience to deal with him, and who would concen-
trate every effort to teach the boy, not to learn his spelling, arith-
metic, and so on, in the ordinary stereotyped manner as had been
forced upon hîin without the slightest results for several years, but
to differentiate between sounds, in order first that he might know
the difference between the letter s and f, or the letter v and t; and
thon, mastering that, to form his words accordingly. I advised
his mother to give up all idea of medical treatnent and to take
James to a school in the city that devotes special attention to cor-
recting speech and voice defects. I heard nothing more of the case
for some time, but had the satisfaction of having both mother and
boy call and see me about three months later. James was then
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able to speak fairly well, though he had to do so sonevhat slowly,
and with few exceptions he could pronounce any word he caimle
across in the school reader. Now, five nonths from the time he was
first brougrht to me, he is able to speak through the telephone dis-
tinctly. He can question any one, even a stranger, with ease, and I
think there is no doubt that. inside of another few months lie will
have a command of speech alnost equal to the average boy of his
age. I think the case sufficien*tly interesting to report, as it is not
a case of stanmering, nor is the defect due to any physical mal-
formation, nor is it caused by a condition of idiocy or of mental
weakness; but on the other hand is an instance of, as I have
already stated, absence of the power of differentiating betwecn
sounds. It would be interesting to be able to find out what path-
ological condition, if any, were present in this boy's anatomy.

NEW FORCEPS FOR INTESTINAL ANASTOMOSIS.*

BY ERNEST LAPLACE, M.., LL.D.,
of I>Philadelphia.

lrofessor of Surgery and of Clinical Stirgery in the Medico-Chinirgical College;
suri-geon to the Philadelphia and St. Agnes' Hospitals.

THE necessity for rapid and accurate suturing in performing anas-
tonosis of the intestines, as well as the simplification of the pro-
cedure, has led us to devise a forceps which presents theso two
special characteristics: (1) It consists of two rings introduced into
the two openings to be anastomosed and acts as a support to the
parts duriig the act of suturing. (2) The rings of the forceps

EA.YARNALL CO. PHILA.

Fio. 1.

being separable into two halves can be gently withdrawn from a,
small aperture still unsutured, and the anastomosis is completed by
adding one or two sutures.

Read at the Meeting of the Canadian Medical Association, Quebec, Aug. 17th, 1898.
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4These two fettures offer the following advanta2·es: (1) Rapidity
and accuracy of suturing without leaving any foreign substance

Fio. 2.

.A.YARNAL Z C.PH/ IA.

Fro. 3.

ç

FiG. 4.

within the gut. (2) The forceps is easily adjusted to the openings.
(). There are five. sfzes of forceps for intestines of various calibre,
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as well as for the more delicate work on the gall-bladder (chole-
cystenterostomy). The accompanying illustrations give a fair idea
of the appearance of the instrument, as well as the various steps in
the technique.

Description of the Instrument.-The instrument (Fig. 1) consists
of two forceps (Fig. 2) constructed on the plan of ordinary locking
hemostatie forceps (Fig. 3) brought together laterally, and held to-
gether by means of a clamp. The ends of these forceps are curved
înto a half-circle or half-ellipse, so that on the lateral approxi-
mation of the two forceps a ring or elliptie is formed on the end
of the forceps; locking takes place at the handles, as in. ordinary

FIo. 5.

hemostatie forceps. There are five different sizes of these forc.ps
according to the accompanying figure (Fig. 4).

Laterat Ana.stomosis.-A longitudinal incision is made in eaclh
intestine to be approximated (Fig. 5). At the centre of the incision,
riglit and left, a suture is introduced, uniting the edges (Fig. 5 a
to a' and b to b') to the corresponding spot of the opposite incision
(Fig. 6). A long end is left to the thread of this suture on each
side. By drawing gently on these threads both incisions are trans-
formed into diamond-shaped openings. The forceps, clanped but
unlocked, is introduced by inserting one ring into each intestine,
encircling each diamond-shaped opening (Fig. 7). The forceps is.

-M
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then clamped, bringing serous membrane to serous membrane
(Fig. 8).' The sutures are applied circularly about the intestine
(Fig. 9). The handles of the forceps project froin the lower end of
the opening. By removing the clamp the forceps falls apart in
two halves. Each half is now unlocked, loosening its attachment
to the gut within the intestine, and by raising one forceps at a
timne each half-ring is withdrawn out of the small unsutured open-
ing (Fig. 10). The suturing is then completed.

End-to-End Aastomoszs.-The two ends of the intestines
(Fig. 11) are fastened together by four sutures above, below and on
each side (Fig. 12). The ends of the thread are cut short. A pair

Fia. 6. Fia. 7.

of forceps of suitable size is introduced between two of the sutures,
clamped, but unlocked, so that a ring reaches beyond the end of
each intestine (Fig. 13, ci, b). The sutured ends, therefore, are
between the two rings. In order to insure the inversion of the
serous membrane before clamiping, a thread is passed circularly
around the sutured end of the intestines, between the blades of the
forceps, and drawn moderately (Fig. 13, c, d, e). The forceps is
then closed and locked, bringing the intestines into perfect end-to-
end apposition of serous membrane. The sutures are then applied
(Fig. 14). When this is completed as far as possible, the forceps is
withdrawn as above. The clamp is removed. This loosens two
halves of the ring;; then each forceps is unlocked, loosening the
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.grasp of .the forceps upon the intestines, and then by a semicircular
amotion each forceps is withdrawn. The thread which was placed

Fia. 11.

Fia. 12.

Fia. 13.

circularly between the blades of the forceps is cut and removed.
The suturing is thencompleted.
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Invigwnation.--For this operation wfe have devised a foreeps.whose one feature is its long slender blades (Fig. 15). The end of

Fi. 15.

noa. 1..

Flu. 16.

the intestine to be invaginated is clamped with this forceps and'
pushed downward, bringing the serous membrane on each side over
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the forceps (Fig. 16). The forceps acts as a support while the
sutures are applied by bringing serous inenbrane to serous mem-
brane, over the forceps (Fig. 17). When the suturing is done, the
forceps is unclamped and withdrawn.

Fiao. 17.

Experiments on dogs and on the cadaver have demonstrated the
accuracy and rapidity of the work done by the method described.

A demonstration was given on a dog of the technique as described
in this paper, at the meeting of the American Medical Association
held at Denver, Col., U.S.A., June, 1898, as well as at the meeting
of the Canadian Medical Association at Quebec.

THE TREATMENT OF INEBRIATES.*

BY A. M. ROSEBRUGH, M.D., TORONTO.

IN this paper I desire to call atténtion to the treatment of pauper
inebriates and to suggest an economical scheme for the treatment
of the more hopeful class of these unfortunates.

In 1890-91, the writer of this paper had the Louor of acting on
the Prison Reforn Commission appointed by the Ontario Govern-
ment. One of the duties of this Commission was to make inquiry
as to the cause of crime in the community, the relation of intem-
perance to crime, and the most appro :d methods of treating
inebriates. In proseeuting this phase of the investigation sheriffs
and prison and jail offlicials were examined under oath, as well as a

Read before the Canadan Medical Association at Quebec, Aug. 19th, 1898.
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number of Canadian and American gentlemen who were in a
position to give their opinions as experts. Medical superinten-
dents of lunatie asyluins and gaol surgeons gave evidence also.
All agreed that intenperance is a most prolific cause of crime. A
number placed intenperance second to that of parental neglecb as
a cause of crime, while a large number testified that, in their judg-
ment, intemperance, directly and indirectly, is the chief cause of
crime. A number testified also that, at least in the case of chronie
alcoholism, inebriety is a disease and should be treated accordingly.
With regard to the general custom of treating inebriates as crim-
inals by sending them to gaol, all agreed that this treatment is
ncither deterrent nor reformatory-that it is unphilosophical and
bad econony, and by a number it was ever characterized as inhuman.

After a most careful exanination of all the evidence and after
submitting the proposition to a number of gentlemen qualified to
<give an opinion, and by whom the proposition was endorsed, the
Coimissioners made the following recommendations with regard
to the treatnent of inebriates in Ontario:

" The Commissioners recommend that the Government, out of
the funds derived fron the fees for provincial licenses (which
miglit be temporarily increased for that purpose), shall erect in
the centres of population one or more industrial reformatories for
inebriates. Every such teformatory should be niear a city, and
sho«ild have attached to it a sufficient area of good land for the
employment of the inmates in farming and market gardening; it
should also be furnished with means for enploying the inmates in
suitable industrial occupations.

" That to this reformatory be committed all habitual drunkards,
that is to say, all who have been previously convicted of drunken-
ness three times within two years; such other persons addicted to
the use of strong drink as in the opinion of the county judge may
be reclaimed by timely restraint and judicious treatment; and
those who nay be compulsorily committed to an inebriate asylum
under the provisions of the Inebriate Asylum Act. The first
conmittal to this reformatory should be for a period not sJîorter
than six months, the second for not less than one year, and the
third for two years less one day. Tlat any inmate, whose terni of
imprisonment exceeds six months, may, after he lias been detained
for six months or more, be permitted to return home on parole if
lie lias given satisfactory evidence of a sincere desire to live soberly
and of strength of mind sufficient to enable him to keep his good
resolution-such license to be granted on the recommendation of
the Superintendent, endorsed by the Inspector of Prisons, and
approved by the Provincial Secretary, such license to be revoked if
the conditions on which it is granted be not observed.

" That if the families of any inmates of a reformatory for
inebriates be wholly dependent on them for support, a portion of
the proceeds of the earnings of such inmates be paid to their
families; also that a portion of the net earnings of the inmates,
after defraying cost of maintenance, shall be set aside to form a
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fund, out of wvhich those whose general conduct has been good and
who give evidence of being reformed, shill bc assisted in their
efforts to earn a living for a time after leaving the reformatory.

"That if after a third comnitment to an Industrial Reformatory
for Inebriates, a drunkard again be convicted of drunkenness, he
siall then bc sentenced to the Central Prison for the full period
authorized by law.

These recommendations have been endorsed by the Ontario Med-
icalAssociation and bya number of other influential public bodies,but
the Ontario Governmnent bas declined to give thein practical effect.
The Ontario Government declines to take action on the following
grounds: Firstly, the nuinber of inebriates in the Province is very
large and the expense for buildings and maintenance would be
very great; secondly, it would be impossible to provide such a
large body of men with industrial employment; and, thirdly, the
tenperance organizations are taking very little interest in the
movement. On grounds of public policy, as well as on economie
grounds, we believe the Government is inaking a mistake. If only
331 per cent. of drunkards are reforned by refornatory treatment,
and this is estimated by competent authorities as the minimum
number, the expenditure would be more than justified. This
attitude having been assumed, however, the question arose: Firstly,
should this attitude on the part of the Government be accepted as
a finality ; and, secondly, cannot a less expensive scheme be devised
which, although falling short of all that could be expected of an
industrial reformatory, might nevertheless bc the means of rescuing
a large number from drunkenness and a drunkard's grave?

Under these circumstances the Prisoners' Aid Association of
Canada in January last asked me to visit inebriate hospitals-to
interview specialists, and if possible to formulate a practical and
economical scheme for the consideration of the Government for the
scientifie treatment of pauper inebriates. As a preparation for
exccuting this commission I visited eight institutions devoted to the
treatment of inebriety and interviewed a number of specialists,
including the following, namely : Dr. Lett, of Guelph ; Dr. Crothers,
of Hartford ; Dr. L. D. Mason, of Brooklyn; Dr. Hutchison, of Fox-
boro', and Dr. Ellsworth, of Boston. I also investigated the Boston
Probation System as applied to the case of drunkards, and I made
careful inquiry into the comparative merits of the different sys-
teins of treatment, wvhether in accord or out of accord. with the
generally accepted tenets of legitimate medicine.

In formulating the scheme, I had in view, necessarily, the require-
inents of the Province of Ontario, but if the plan I have outlined
for Ontario be a good one,.there is no reason why it should not be
adapted to the other provinces as well.

It is in brief as follows:
1. The appointment by the Provincial Government of an inspec-

tor of inebriate institutions. This inspector should be a qualified
medical practitioner who has made the medical treatment of
inebriety a speciail stidy.
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2. The inspector-should organize in the city of Toronto a hospital
for the inedical treatment of pauper male inebriatea of the more
hopeful class, and in other cities of the Province an inebriate
department in the existing general hospitals, more especially for
pauper male inebriates.

3. An industrial reforimatory should be establishied on the fara
colony plan for the custody of the more iopeless or incorrigible
class of male drunkards, and wlhere they shouild be detained on
indeterminate sentences.

4. The adoption of a rational course of medical treatment in
accordance with the tenets of legitimnate iedicine, as, for instance,
that reconmmended by Dr. Norman Kerr or Dr. T. D. Crothers.
In the interests of science and good morals proprietary remedies
should not be used.

5. The adoption of the " probation system," and giving a helping
hand to patients subsequent to treatiment for inebriety.

6. In the case of habitual female drunkards ny recommendation
is that they be sent to the provincial reformatory for the full tern
of two years, and that this be repeated in case of relapse. In case
of the more hopeful class of female drunkards I recommend a few
weeks'special treatient in any of the existing " homes " or refuges
for females, followed up by subsequent judicious supervision.
Arrangements to this end should be made by the Governiment
Inspector.

In Ontario there is a per capita Government grant of 30 cents a
day to all hospital patients. In order to secure the co-operation
of hospital trustees in the proposed plan it may be necessary to
ask the Government to increase the grant to, say, 35 or 40 cents a
day for inebriate patients. The hospital accommodation in some
cases mnay be too limited to admit of the reception of these cases.
In that case possibly the Provincial Governient may be disposed
to come to the aid of the trustees.

An essential feature of this schieme is the proposed utilization of
the Massachusetts probation system in giving a lelping band to
reformed inebriates subsequent to the hospital treatmneit. By
giving the inebriate a helping hand, and more particularly by
finding him remunerative employment, lie is rendered a service
quite as important as that of giving hini medical treatment. Both
are essential. The man will not seek employnent or retain it
when obtained for him so long as he lias a craving for intoxicants,
and, on the other hand, a reformed inebriate will not long remain
reformed if lie fail to secure remunerative employment.

In every city and large town in Ontario there is either a truancy
officer or an agent of the Children's Aid Society, or both. What I
would suggest is that the services of one of these officers be secured
to act as probation officer. I have no doubt, in most cases, this
will not be difficult.

It is to be understood, of course, that this scheme is not sug-
gested as a substitute for, or to.take the place of, a Government
reformatory or farm colony for inebriates. That will- still be
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aiccessary, and it will be conpleniental to the proposed hospital
.and probation system. The li.tter is suggested for the treatment
of the more liopeful cases, while the former will be required for
the prolonged detention of the less hopeful and incorrigible class.

Among the advantagces that may be clained for the hospital and
probation system arc: Firstly, it may be inaugurated at any time
without waiting for the erection of expensive buildings; and,
secondly, maximu efficiency is secured wiflh minimum expense.

While I advocate the utilization of existing hospitals in the
treatmnent of inebriates, I an free to admit that in the larger
cities botter results might be expected from the establishment of
special hospitals.

My recommendations have nob, as yet, been formally presented
to the Ontario Governument, and I am. not in a position to state
what action may be taken with respect thereto. The attention of
the Inspector of Hospitals, Prisons, etc., lias been called to the
question, and I infer from what lias passed between us that lie is
disposed to look upon tie proposais ioit favorably, and I may
add that, at his suggestion, I an now in correspondence with
hospital trustees to ascertain to what extent their co-operation can
be counted upon.

As the carrying out of this hospital treatment will naturally
-devolve upon Mie house-surgeons, muany of whom are recent gradu-
ates with limnited experience, my proposition is that the special
medical treatment of inebriate patients shall be under the direction
-and supervision of tie Governmient inspector, to whom a detailed
history of each case, with all relevant facts, shall be promptly
forwarded on admission. This does not refer to the preliminary
treatnent, which, in most chronie cases. might be entrusted to the
house-surgeons. By having the special treatment under the
control of a central authority there will be unity of purpose,
statistics can be collected, results compared and tabulated, and
progress made.

As already stated, if this schemne promises to result in the suc-
-cessful treatment of inebriates in Ontario, it should be equally
successful in each of the other provinces of the Dominion.

It is respectfully commended to the thougitful consideration,
of the members of the Canadian Medical Association, and may I
be allowed to suggest the propriety of appointing a committee
early in the session to make a report on the whole question, if
possible, before the close of the present meeting.

The question of the treatment of inebriates was introduced into
the Ontario Medical Association at the annual meeting held in Junie
last, and was referred to a conmnittee, but unfortunately too late
to admit of a report being prepared before the close of the meeting.

I may add that the scieme here outlined lias the unqualified
endorsation of Dr. Stephen Lett, of the "Homnewood lietreat,"
Guelph, and Dr. T. D. Crothers, of the Walnut Lodge Hospital,
Hartford, Conn. It ,isralso approved of by hospital trustees in
Ontario, so far a's heard from.
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T-E ELEMENTS OF ELECTRICITY IN MEDICINE.

BY PHILIP M1EIROWITZ, M.D.
Instructor in Nervous and Mental Diseases, N. Y. Post-Graduate School and ilospital.

(Continued firom. last month.)

Electro-Diagnosis. Diseases which manifest themselves by
paralysis and atrophy are the proper subjects for the diagnostie:
use o electricity.

Very frequently, electricity will give an insight into the sever-
ity of the affection and often throw light upon the probable dura-
tion Cnd curability of the disease, a knowL Jge of which can be
obtained by no other means. In the case of facial paralysis, for
example, the reaction of the nerve and muscles to the electric cur-
rent tells one whether the affection is light, medium, or severe and
incidentally whether one'may expect a rapid or a slow recovery.
Hence it is proper to speak of electro-prognosis as well as electro-
diagnosis.

Normal ireact ion. To appreciate the results obtained in the
examination of pathological conditions, we must know, it seems
almost superfluous to say, how normal muscles and nerves respond
to electrical stimulation. It is always advisable for beginners to
secure sonie normal subject and study the effects of both galvanism
and faradism upon nerve and muscle. The points at which th&
nerves and muscles should best be stimulated have been made the
subject of careful study by Erb and others, who have accurately
mapped them out.

These maps of the body with the electro-motive points are to
be found in all standard anatomies and text-books on neùr'ology.
They should always be placed in front of the operator, so that he
may be able to place the examining electrode' upon the proper
point without much hesitation or loss of time. The examin'ätion
may be made, first, with the galvanic current, and secondly with
the faradic current, or vice versa. It is important that both cur-
rents be employed, since, in early cases of nerve degeneration, gal-
vanism may not reveal the process as well as faradism.

The procedure with the galvanic current is as follows: The
rheophores or conducting cords are attached to the binding posts of
the battery and to the electrodes. The indifferent or larger elec-
trode is placed upon some indifferent spot, usually the nape of the
neck or the sternum. The different or examining electrode is
placed upon the nerve or muscle to be tested. Care must be taken
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to saturate the electrodes with hot water and to thoroughly moisten
the skin.' By this means a part of the resistance wluch the skin
offers to the current will be overcorne. The resistance is still further
diminished by the addition of bicarbonate of soda to the water.
The best formi of exaiining electrode is that w'hich has the device
(consisting of an elastie strip of metal which is operated by the
finger) by means of which the current nay be iade and broken.
(Sec Fig. 6.)

Any number of cells as fifteen, or twenty, are thrown into the
circuit, and the switch is noved fron off" to "on" by means
of the polar switch which plays upon two buttons, and which
indicates by its direction the positivc pole, the examining electrode
is made the negative pole or cathode. By means of the rheostat
the current is silowly increased uintil a minimum current is obtained
that -will produce a contraction when the circuit is closed by the
spring on the examining electrode. The contraction is quick,
lightning-lilke in rapidity and is called the cathodal closure con-
traction. It is indicated for the sake of clearness and brevity by
·the symnbol C.C.C.

When the circuit is opened (cathodal opening-C.O.) no con-
traction is observed. If the polar switch be now reversed so that
the examining olectrode becones the positive pole or anode and the
circuit be again made or closed (anodal closure-An.C.), no con-
traction is obtained, and the same is true of anodal opening,
-or An.0.

Thus it is seen that with a weak current we get a cathodal
closure contraction (0.0.0.), but neither cathodal opening, anodal.
closure, nor anodal opening contractions (0.0.0.; A.C.C.; A.O.C.).
If the strength of the current be increased, 0.C.0. (cathodal closure
contraction) become stroncrer; but this time we will also get
An C.C. (anodal closure contraction) and An.O.C. (anodal opening
contraction); 0.0.C. (cathodal opening contraction) is still absent.
If the strength of the current be still further incroased so as to
become considerable, each of the contractions thus far obtained vill
be more marked and C.C.C. may become tetanic (C.C.Te.). With
this strength of current we also obtain 0.0.0., whit', is the weakest
·of the four.

The following table after "iNeobues>" sumniarizes these results:

MILIi Cu1tiNT. MEmum CURRENT. STRONC. CuRRENT.

·C.C......... C.. Te.
0.0 ........... .... .... C
A ........... C. Q1.
An.0. .... C. c11.

It will be spen thit C.C.C. is always greater than An.C.C.; this
6
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law nay be expressed by the formula 0...", An.0.0., which is
typical for normal muscles and nerve-.

The relative degrees of cathodal and anodal contraction are
well shown in Fig. 9. This represents a curve of closure contrac-
tions in the peroneal muscles of a healthy girl. Ka = C.C.C.;
An= An.C.C.

In healthy individuals, the results obtained by examining
corresponding points on both sides of the body are the saine.
These results are, as deternined by the mil-ani-ineter, approxi-
mately identical for all individuals. In a patient with a onc-sided
aflection, the healthy side is always examined first; the degree of
contraction obtained on the normal side is the stan(lard with which
the degree of contraction elicited ou the diseased side is to be coin-
pared. When both sides-c..q., both lower extrenities of a patient-
are affected, it is obvious that sucli a comparison cannot be made.
In this case, other standards nust be looked for. "-Erb" found that.
the irritability of certain nerves, as the frontal, the accessorius, the
ulnar and the peroneus, is about equal in health, i.e., any strength
of current applied to these nerves produces about the saine degree of
contraction in the muscles supplied by theni. Thu3 if the peroneal

Fig 9.-An=A 2ode. Ka=Kathode.

nerves in both lower extremities be affected, their irritability may
be conpared with the ulnar nerves and vice vcrsa. In this way it
may be learned, for exanple, to what extent C.C.C. is reduced or
An.0.C. increased.

In using the faradie current, the electrodes are placed upon te
body in the same way as when the galvanie current is employed.
The healthy side is tested first. Before beginning, the secondary
coil must be moved from over the primary coil, so as not to shock
the patient who would thus get the full strength of the current.
The current is slowly increased by gradually nioving the secondary
coil over the primary until the current is just sufficient to produce
a distinct contraction when it is broken by means of the examiningc
electrode. The affected side is now examined under the saine
conditions and the contraction obtained compared with that of the
hcalthy side.

Patho>logicat reactions. In abnornal states of the muscles and
nerves, their electrical irritabilit-y is altered. There may be greater
or less diminution of the cathodal; there may be greater or less
increase of the anodal, or there nay be entire absence of response
to any form of stimulation.

Simple diminution of electrical irritability occurs in all con-

MI
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ditions o.f muscular atrophy in which neither muscles nor nerves
hav'e becile degenerated. There is a quantitative change in the
normal formula C.C.C., An.C.C., which now reads-C.C.C. = An.C.C.,
ie., each of the contractions is less than normal, but the .C.C. is
still greater than An.C.C.

Amongo the diseases which are accompanied or followed by
simple muscular atrophy are pseudo-hypertrophic muscular
paralysis, juvenile hereditary atrophies, hemiplegia following
cerebral disease, atrophy froin disuse, etc.

W'hen the nerves and muscles have become degenerated, the
change in reaction is one of qtatity. It is now found that C.C.U.
is no longer greater than An..U.; on the contrary, An.C.C. = C.C.C.
This is the so-called reaction of degeneration, expressed by the
letters R.D The quality of the contraction is also altered. The
normal contraction is quick, whilst in degeneration the contraction
is slow and sluggish.

When the faradic current is employed in degenerative con-
ditions the reaction may be either very weak or altogether absent,
so that the strongest current will fail to produce muscular con-
traction.

The following table by Saths (" The Nervous Diseases of
Children ") summarizes normal and pathological reaction:

ŽNOmMAL ELECTRICAL CONDITION-,s.

Nerve and Muscle.

Faradic current... Contractions

prompt.

Galvanic current.. Contractions
prompt and quick

Order. of contrac-
tions .......... 1. K.C.C.

2. A. C.C. Inlter-
3. A.O.C. abe'
4. x.K0..
5. K. C. Te. (rare).

REACTION OF DEGENERATION.

Nerve. Muscle.

No response No i-esponse
(exccpt in partial (except ii patial
R.D.).R .)

No response. Increased excit-
ability at first,
then dimiinished.
Contractions
sluggish.
W ith strong
currents.
1. A.C0.C1 A C.C.
2. K.C.C. [K.C.C.
3. A.O.C.
4. X.O. 0.
or A.C.C.=

K.C.C.

Signjficance of the 1?eaction of Degenerationt. The ganglionie
cells in the anterior horis of the spinal cord act as nutrient centres
or reservoirs, for the nerve fibres which are given off from them
are for the muscles w'hich these fibres innervate. Any lesion which
destroys the anterior ,ganglionic cell of the cord will cause de-
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generation of the corresponding fibres and muscles. If a lesion
severs the connection of a inotor nerve in any part of its course,
that portion of the nerve and the corresponding muscles below the
site of the lesion will undergo degeneration and atrophy. Lesions
having other anatomical sites do not cause degeneration. Hence,
when R.D. is obtained we are absolutely positive that either the
motor nerves or the anterior ganglionic cells are diseased. So long
as the anterior ganglionie cells or the nerves remain intact no RD.
can be obtained.

In anterior poliomnyelites, e.g.> the gan glionie cells in the
anterior horns are destroyed. In consequence the corresponding
nerves and muscles, atrophy and electrical tests show R.D.

In the severe forms of neuritis, in whieh the neuve fibres are
destroyed, the electrical tests show also R.D.

In diseases of the brain or of the spind cord which are
accompanied by paralysis and atrophy fron disuse, but which do
not affect the anterior ganglionie cells of the spinal cord or the
nerves given off from them, R.D. is never obtained.

In addition to its value as a diagnostic aid, electricity is also
extensively eniployed in the treatmenf of a large variety of
diseases. 0ving to their ability to cause muscular contraction,
both galvanisn and faradism. are used with good results in many
conditions of muscular paralysis and weakness. A point of im-
portance to which especial attention should be called is, that that
kind of electricity should be emnployed wh'eh produces the best
contraction. If, for example, in the case of a severe facial palsy
the contraction of the affected muscles can only be brought about
by the anodal pole of the galvanie current, it would be foolish to
employ the cathode or to persist in the use of the faradic current.
I have known a physician to use faradism for a long time in a case
of facial paralysis whben the muscles and nerve would only respond
to galvanism. It is needless to say that his treatment was
inefficacious.

It is impossible within the narrow limits of a short paper to
indicate all the conditions in which electricity may be profifably
empiloyed as a therapeutie agent: lience, only some of the imost
useful application vill be made.

Owing to the ability of the galvanic or constant current to
decompose water into its gaseous elements (electrolysis), t.he
galvanie current lias been much employed in cases where it is
desirable to get rid of abnornial tissues, such as tumors, etc. By
means of properly constructed needle electrodes the current is
conducted into the growth, the watery constituents of which
becone decomposed and the tissue- disintegrated.

In skin diseases, the electrolytie action of the galvanie current
lias been taken advantage of in the. treatment of various facial
bleiisies, as hypertrichosis, nSvi, angiomata, etc.

In uterine at etions, the treatment by electricity lias been
greatly advanced by Apostoli, Tripier and others. The "Kidder "
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high tension coil has been found of very great value in painful
conlitions of the pelvis. Electrolysis always plays an important
role in uterine neoplasm.

There is hardly a department of medicine in whieh electricity
in its various forins has not been found to be of great service.
The physician should consider the possession of suitable galvanic
and faradie appliances as important alost as that of the ther-
mometer and the stethoscope for diagnostic purposes, and more
important frequently than al] of the reinedies in the pharmacopæia.
There are many cases that can be treated only by electricity in one
of its various forns, and the physician who would neglect this
valuable therapeutic aid in such cases is certainly not doing the
best for his patients.

A summary by " Engelmann" (Jowninal of Etlectro-Therapeutics,
May, 1891) of the most important factors by which the properties
of the electrical current are changed should be carefully studied
by the beginner.

GALVANIC FARADIC
VARIES wITI

Intensity ; iiumber of elements.

Pole; negative, alkaline, fluidifying,
stinulating, positive, acid, coagilat-
ing, sedative.

Time of use.
Constancy.

Size, shape and material of electrode.
Metallic for chemical effect.
Moist, non-metallic for distribution

and penetration.

Intensity ; distance between primary
and secondary coil; influenced less by
electro-motor force of generating ele-
ment.

Pole ; slight difference, negative,
more irritating, painful, positive, less
painful, more serviceable for deep ap-
plication.

Time Df use.
Number and lenigth of interruptions,

method of increase and decrease.
Size, shape and material of electrode.
Metallie for irritation.
Moist, non-metallic for penetration.
Length and thickness of wire in

secondary coil.
High tension, effects on rierves by

long secondary coil of fine wire.
Quality and low tension, effect by

short coil of heavy wire.
Prinary current more penetrating

with metallie electrode.
Secondary current more penetrating

with moist non-netallic electrode.

" Engelmann " also summarizes the therapeutic effects of elec-
tricity which may serve as a sedative, stimulant, counter-iri'itant
and vesicant, muscle contractor, antispasmodic, tonic, promoter of
development, absorbent, chemical cautery, coagulator, electrolytie,
hemostatic, promoter of hæmorrhage, decongester and medicator.

It is not supposed that this sketch will be considered more than
the ierest outline of ,the subject. Having mastered these ele-
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imentary principles, the physician is earnestly urged to consult some
standard work for a more detailed and extended exposition of
clectro-diagnosis and electro- therapeutics.

202 W. 131st Street, New York.

MILITARY INSTRUCTION AT NETLEY AND ALDERSHOT.

THE following notesas to the work entailed from taking a course
of military instruction at Netley, England, and elsewhere, sent by
Dr. W. Nabtrass, of Toronto, will interest our readers who are of a
military turn of mind. The .Doctor, in writing home, says:

It is nothing but work here. I am1 at work on the parade
ground every morning at 6.30, and we keep it up (calling off for
breakfast and lunch, of course) until four in the afternoon. I ai
not looking on, but live up with the rest of the 'Tommies,' some-
tinies going through te mazes of squad and company drill, or a few
battalion niovements. At other tinies I amn assisting in lugging
around ' the wounded ' on a stretcher. It is a little trying at tines,
especially when the sergeant gives the comnand 'Lift wounded,'
and then lets you stand there until lie gives the detail for reaching
th.e nearest ambulance waggon or collecting station. Then you are
started off, w'hen someone iakes a blunder or false step before we
get halif way, when 'As you were' rings in your cars, and you feel
like dropping the poles, wounded and all. At last we reach the
ambulance waggon, get our patients stowed away comfortably,
back-board and tail-board-for there are both-up and snugly
fastened when wre get te coimmnand' Unload wounded.' It is funny
to watch the perfectly mechanical way in which ' Toniy' goes
about his work. It makes no difference to himu whether he is doing
or undoing.

"The other day we went down to 'Scroggie's Bottom' for a
lesson on building kitchens. We made the Aldershot Gridiron
Kitchen, which is large enough to cook for a whole battalion. The
place was a sort of sumnmer-dried marsh, liard as a rock. It had
all to be picked out, but the Tonmies worlked away and at las got
it completed, lugged some water fron a neighboring w7ell, filled
their kettles, banked them round and started a fire.

" Then we all fell in and listened to a brief lecture from the
Major in cormmand. On the command 'Fall out,' 'Fill in tronches,'
Tomuwy went at it again to fill in, apparently just as happy in the
undoing as in the doing.

"One day we went out for a field day exercise with a bearer
company in active service. Wounded men wrere strewn about the
battlefield.

" We were sent out with stretchers and first aids, temporarily
bound up tlheir wounds (each man was labelled with the wound lhe
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had reccived), and carried then to the collecting station, where we
placed thein in the ambulance waggons drawn up to reccive them.
Then we drove off about two miles to a dressing station, out of
range of fire, where the inost seriously wounded were further
attended to and operations perforied, after which they were re-
loaded in a fresh relay of ambulances, waggons plying between the
dressing station and the nearest field hospital, which was supposed
to be some five or six miles away. The wliole thing was very
instructive and realistie, especially so as a brigade of artillery lad
gone out an hour or two before us and had taken up a position on
sone rising ground about a mile or so in front of us, and were peg-
ging away all the tine we were there (this witliout any previous
arrangement on our part). The w'hole thing had quite a warlike
appearance."

"This is an excellent course, and although I ani as tired as a
dog every night, I aan enjoying it very inucli and feel I will know
soinething about iy branch of the service when I leave here. The
arimy medical corps here is a perfectly independent unit. Its organ-
ization is as complete in itself as any other battalion. The C. O. is a
Surgeon-Colonel Allen, who gives us an hour every day on admin-
istrative work, orderly room, internal economy, imilitary law, etc.
Major James takes us in waggon drill, pack animal drill, cacolet
drill, pitching field hospitals and bearer company camps, their
organization and administration.

" Capt. Parry takes us in stretcher drill, hand seat drill, loading
and unloading wounded on iiprovised vehicles and into railway
cars, etc., while Capt. Julian the adjutant, looks after our squad,
company and battalion drill.

"There is only ono other Canadian officer in the class-Surgeon-
Major H. S. Birkett, of the Victoria Rifles, Montreal.

"The officers are all exceedingly kind to us-made us honorary
meimbers of their mess and gave us a dinner the first week we
were there. They all seem anxious to do everything they can for
us in making us comfortable and in imparting instruction.

"I expect to go for a few days to Salisbury Plain to see the
manSuvres, which this year are to be on a very large scale."

Writing from Aldershot, Dr. Nattrass says:
"Our course is now drawing near the end. We expect to get

away next week for the Salisbury maneuvres, and tien on to N et-
ley. We will not be many days there, as we .have only two or
three things to look up-the X-ray as a localizer, and a combina-
tion or attachment for telling the distance of the bullet from the
.surface of the body; the treatment of bullet wounds in the Royal
Victoria Hospital.

" I have been very muci pleased and interested with the course
here. There is a lot of special drill in connection with it. Not the
least interesting was a practical illustration this morning of how
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to handle the cavalry wounded; how to mount, disinount and carry
the wounded with a disabled arm or leg, or, when not too seriously
wounded, to sib on his horse alone. This appealed to me as more.
practical than the cacolets or chairs for wule transport of wounded.

" The officers at this depot have been exceedingly kind to us
and have shown us everything they possibly could. Major James,
who lias had us chiefily in hand, said to-day that we had nearly
exhausted all his resources. The colonel said also the other day to.
a lady friend of ours that 'those Canadians are too energetic, they
keep us thinking what we shall give them next.'

" Neither have they neglected us in a social way. My wife
being here, th rough the kindness of the depot, we have seen a good
deal of the social vide of Aldershot. The seniors have been just as
frieindly and kind as the juniors, which to us with a Canadian
training, vas a little bit surprising. The colonel's vife gave us a
garden party, and Mrs. O'Dwyer, the wife of Surgeon-General
O'Dwyer, P. M. 0. of this district, gave us a picnic a few miles into
the country.

"We are off to the manoeuvres in a few days. Fortunately Dr.
Birkett and I are going to be supplied with a mount each. We
were nuch amused yesterday when the colonel inforined us of this.
He said, 'You Canadians can get anything you want while we
slave away and get kicks for halif-pennies.' He said the G. 0. o.,
His Royal Highness the Duke of Connaught, had given instructions
for horses for Birkett and nie, to be supplied on the grounds when
we arrive, also permission to ride anywhere over the battle-ground.

" We expect this will be very interesting and instructive, as
several new features in connection with the army medical service
are to be put to a practical test. The work of the army surgeon
and stretcher bearers is bound to vary with the improvements of
modern warfare, so that old nethods will have to give place to-
newer ones. These demonstrations we expect to find both useful
and interesting.

THE ANTITOXIN PATENT--WHY REFUSED FIVE TIMES,
YET FINALLY ALLOWED.

BY J. R. JOHNS, M.D., PHILADELPHIA.

AN exarnination of the official file wrapper and contents of the-
United States patent granted to Behring on diphtheria antitoxin,.
under date of June 21st, 1898, gives us the clearest idea of the
subject, which is at present attracting world-wide attention. It
appears that since January 1lth, 1895, Behring filed five different
applications, each being presented promptly after its predecessor
was refused. The first lacked very materially in clearness, but
like the other four claimed for the would-be patentee the discovery
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and perfecting of " a successful plan or process by w'hich diphtheria
antitoxin can be secured upon a large commercial scTle." This
claim is s'pecially stated in the second application as an elucidation
of the intent and purpose of the first, and is deLfnded by argument
in the last three. In the saime application We find the clearest
stateient of what is not claimied in the following words: «This
invention does not cover a mcthod of medical treatient (which
is not patentablie). While inneculation to imumunize is known, no
one before the invention of this process bas gone beyond establish-
ing general scientifie principles. I lay no claim in underlying
scienytifie principles, as those w'ere evolved by mnany."

The main targument advanced to sustain the claim is the fact
that the applicauit was awarde(d the "Alberto Levy prize" for the
discovery of diphtheria antitoxin. This, it mîay be remnarked, is
oset by the fact that the French Academy of Science prize was
awarded conjointly to Behring and Roux.

T'e points in law scored against the applicant by the sp'icial
examiner are, substantially, as follows:

1. The process for which patent is claimed consists of methods
of which applicant is not the sole nor first inventor. It is an
elaboration of basic principles which are the results of the labors
and discoveries of many, and hence is not patentable.

2. The process for which patent is asked is simply a particular
application of a general process which is part of the professional
knowledge, and applies to the production of other antitoxins than
tliat of diphtheria. The applicant is not the sole. inventor, and the
process is not patentable.

3. The claboration of a process so as to make it operative for
commercial purposes, wlhen tie principles underlying it are con-
mon knowledge, is not a patentable novelty.

4. The substances produced by the process for which patent
is claimed, can not be described by its physical or chemical pro-
perties, but only in ternis of results obtained when medicinally
employed, and for this reason is not patentable.

5. A method of medical treatment is not patentable. Diphtheria,
antitoxin is produced by and for a method of medical treatment.

6. The Alberto levy prize expressly states that Behring and
Kitisato published the results of their labors, hence either alone
was not inventor.

7. It appears that a similar material was patented in England
by Aronson under date of February lst, 1894, hence the applicant
is not the sole operator in this field.

The last application was finally rejected by the special examiner,
March 19th, 1898, on the grounds of the couinter-claim above
stated. Four days later the claini was taken before the Board of
Appeals and allowed, because, forsoorh, the process referred to lias
been instrumental in very much reducing the mortality from
diphtheria. Now it remains for the Supreme Court to decide
wiether this is sufficient ground for a patent.
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The mätter is one in which every American citizen should be
profoundly interested. 'T'le ianner in which domestie iedical
journals have already taken up the subject editorially, shows in
w'hat general esteei diphtheria antitoxin is held by the inedical
profession.

In his native country Behring could not possibly recei e a
patent, and the fact that he was allowed such a grant in the.
United States is a lasting reproach upon our patent laws, or their
interpretation. Had the domestic product proven inferior in a
single particular to the Berlin product, there would scen to be a
senblance of an excuse for the least encouragement of this inliuman
nionopoly. But such is not the case-~indeed, is the reverse.
Ainerican producers have taken the initiative in every inprove-
ment that lias yet been made in antitoxic seruin. Concentrated
and standardized serums originated in Philadelphia, and are now
known the world over. Onfy within the last twelve or fifteen
months have they been on the list of Berlin antitoxins. Again.
the foreign product lias never yet compared favorably with the
domnestic in clinical results, douibtless4 because of the facets already
stated.

Bearing these facts in mind, the gross injustice of <my Act
which closes Ainerican labo-atories in order to grive an inferior
imported product an exlu, :ve monopoly, becomes strikingly
apparent.

TORONTO GENERAL HOSPITAL.

IN the early survey of the present site of the city of Toronto,
varions portions of land, consisting of about 399 acres, were set
apart for the purposes of a general hospital in different parts of
the town. This had lain unused until 1817, when a Minute in
Council was passed ordering that these lands should be given in
trust to certain persons to carry out the design of their allotnent.
At the Close of the war of 1812-14 the sui of £4,000 was also
given for the purposes of a hospital by the Loyal and Patriotie
Society, which had -been organized at this period to provide for tie
widows and orphans of those slain in that war, this ainount being
the balance of its funds which lad not been disposed of. With
this suin a building was erected in 1819 by Mr. John Ewarb,Tm
the block bounded by King, John, Peter and Adelaide streets. It
was 107 feet long, 66 wide, and cost £3,000. It was left unused
until 1824, when, owing to the destruction of the Parlianent
Buildings by fire, it was used as such by the Governnent.

In 1829 it reverted to its original purpose, and was opened in
August of that year for the reception of patients. Here it remained
for a number of years, until the land on which it was situated
having become very valuable, it was decided to erect a more con-
modious building in a less frequented part of the town. The pres-
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ent site of the Hospital was then selected, and in 1854 the central
portion of the main pile of buildings was crected after a design by
Mr. Wn. Hay. The Hospital continued in operation until 1868,
when, owing to lack of funds, the trusteos wore compelled to close
the institution for the reception of patients on the 1st of August of
that year. A vain appeal having been made to the City Council
for assistance, the condition of aflàirs was brought up for considera-
tion before the Local Legislature, with the result that the manage-
ment of the institution was changced, and instead of a directorate
composed of three Government trustees, one member of the Board
of Trade and one of the City Council, the wclfare of the institu-
tion was confided to a Borrd of Trustees of five members, made up
of three Government trustees, the Mayor of the City of Toronto,
and a member elected by the subscribers to the Hospital funds.

BIRD'S-EYE VIEW OF TORONTO GENERAL HOSPITAL.

Assisted by the provisions of a Provincial Act of Parliament,
through which such institutions r2ceive aid in proportion to the
extent of improveients carried out, the management soon lad the
affairs of the institution on a nuch firmer and surer financial basis.
Thus encouraged, the Hospital was again opened in August, 1868,
about one - ear after its closure.

The ne'w directorate found abundant opportiinity for the direc-
tion of their energy in attending to the improvements, or rather
repairs, which were then found absolutely necessary; the floors
had settled, the wood of the galleries had decayed fron wet and
lack of paint, the roofs leaked and the drainage was in bad condi-
tion. These and other marks of decay, the care of the Board,
though crippled by lack of funds, soon repaired. Direct improve-
ments were not to be thought of in the face of such pressing neces-
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sities. Bute in the year 1875 aid caime fron an unexpected quarter;
throtugh the generosity of the lite Mr. Erlandson, of Port Hope,
and Mr. Gentle, of )lontreal, the sum of 816,000 was given to the
Hospital, which enabled the trustees to make many very necessary
and important alterations and improvenients. Heating by steaim
instead of by stoves, as formerly, was now introduced, bathroomns
and closets were erected, kitchen conveniences perfected, an in-
creased supply of water obtained, a botter drainage system pro-
vided, and reception roons for outdoor patients buil.

Again in 1877, through the liberality of Messrs. Caw'thra,
Gooderhamn and Worts in donating a large sum to the Hospital, the
western division of the main body of the Hospital vas erected.
This portion was considerably enlarged in 1885 by an important
extension to the west.

ln 1878, following the advice of Mr. Inspector Langmuir that the
various hospital charities of the city should be aialgamated under
one management, the Burnside Lying-in Hospital and the Andrew
Mercer Eye and Ear Infirmary were erected on the Hospital
grounds as part of the General Hospital of the city.

In 1882 the building called the " Pavilion " was built from
funds donated by 'Messrs. John Macdonald, Wn. Gooderham, and
others, for the purposes of abdominal surgery. To this portion of
the establishment an extensive addition has lately been inade,
particulars of vhich will be found in the description of the
Hospital.

DESCRIPTION OF THE HOsPITAL BUILDINGS.

The Hospital (a bird's-eye view of which we reproduce for our
readers), facing south, occupies the block bounded by Gerrard,
Spruce, Sackville and Sumuach streets, and with all these addi-
tions and. extensions comprises six separate buildings wvith a
capacity of 400 beds. The main pile of buildings, which to a care-
less observer would seem to be one long structure, is in reality
made up of three distinct divisions. The centra' portion wvithi its
three wings running north is the original building of the General
Hospital, built in 1854, but snce improved and enlarged. The
western division, built in 1877, is the earliest of the additions made
to the main portion, and is at present used as the nurses' residence,
and for other hospital purposes to be afterwards mentioned; whil5t
the eastern division comprises the added Andrew Mercer Eye and
Ear Infirrnary, and the Medical Superintendent's residence fronting
on Sumach Street.

Extending under these three buildings is one continuous base-
ment, the portions at each end, corresponding to these divisions of
the main pile of buildings, being united to the central portion on
the west by a half underground tunnel, and on the east by a simi-
lar passageway. Here the ground space of the Hospital may be
best viewed in its fullest extent. In the basement, beginning at
its western extremity and under this division, are situated the
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ii rses' ining-room, kitchen and pantries, and the work-shops.
Under the central portion, vith its wiigs extending north, are
situated the upholsterer's rooml, the general kitchen with its cook-
ing range, the servants' dining-rooi and bedroons, the furnace,
coal and china roons, and in the wing the inachinists' rooms and
.storagce rooins for coal, groccries, meat, milk, and vegetables.
T1înder the eastern division lie the waiting rooins for eye and Car
patients, servants' parlors and bedrooms, and the carpenter shops.

Throughout the lengtl of the basement is a tramway which
connects its different divisions and facilitates the conveyance of
the heavier articles from onc part of the institution to the other.

Above the bascnent the building rises to the leight of four
stories with live towers, the central )cing upwards of one hundred
feet in height, from which a splendid view of the city, Lake
Oiitario, and the surrounding country may be obtained.

The HJospital is built of white brick, in Old English style, partly
muodified, its nost, novel and original fcatures being the roofed
tow'ers before mentioned, which give a singular boldness of charae-
ter and outline to Uie entire structures. These, though simple and
free from extraneous detail, are grouped into a pleasing combina-
tion ; whilst the battleiented turrets, gilded tower, crowns and
railings produce picturesque effects of light and shade, glimmner
an.d darkness, in the mnorning" or eveninge sunligrht.

Inside the general entrance, with its fliglt of stone steps and
roofed glass porch, situated under the central tower, is the general
hall, with its tablets on either side ereeted to the memory of gen-
crous benefactors,,and at right angles to this, extending throughout
the length of the building is the central main hall of the first floor.
Directly opposite the general entrance is the stairway leading to
the theatre for clinical instruction and operations, and to the upper
wards, and on either side of this stairway the clinical clerks' room
and students' laboratory. On the left of the general hall, extending
to the west, are the general office, the Medical Superintendent's
office and splint room, the Secretary's office and the dispensary.
On the right, extending to the east, are the iedical assistants' and
the Lady Superintendent's apartments. In the wing, running
north from the main hall, are the emergency ward and the ward for
electrical treatment, and nine private wards distinguished alphabet-
ically. In the east wing, the linen-roon, etc., the Lady Superin-
tendent's office, the medical assistants' dining-roon, and private
wards. Across the connecting passage in the western division
of the Hospital are the nurses' parlor and reception-room and other
Capartments, which occupy all the first floor and upper flats of the
mîost westerly portion of this division. The eastern extremity of
the main hall terminates in the Andrew Mercer Eye and Ear Infirma-
ary, and on either side of it are the consulting and operating roons
for eye and ear, nose and throat patients, both internal and external,
the housekeeper's apartments, wards and medical assistants' apart-
ments; whilst above on the second floor are the dining-room and
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wards for patients in this department of the institution. On the
second floor, reached by ascending ithe main stairway, are, on either
side of the main hall of this flat, beginning at the Wvestern extremîîity
of its central portion, male surgica ward No. 1 on the south side,
male surgical ward No. 2 on the north, occupying the wing, and
male private ward No. 3 connected with this. Adjoining ward No.
2 and on the same side of the hall, are the nurses' kitchen and
dining-room for the patients of this fiat. Opposite the stairway on
the south side of the hall is semi-private male ward No. 4, and at
its other end male medical wards No. 5 (occupying the wing run-
ning north), No. 6 and No. 7. Across the passage in the western
division of this flat are the male surgical vards Nos. 20, 21 and 22,
and a small operating room; whilst in the eastern division are, as
before stated, the wards and dining-room of the eye and ear, nose
and throat patients. On the third floor, also reached by the main
stairway, are, beginniinîg as before, female medical ward No. 9,
female surgical ward No. 8 in the wing, and private ward No. 8
conne.cted with this. Adjoining No. 8 female nedical wvard No. 10,
opposite the stairway fenale semi-private ward No. 11, then female
medical ward No. 2.5, and male nedical wards Nos. 13, 14, 15, 16,
17, the last four occupying the wing. Across the passage to the
west is female medical ward No. 24, and to the east 'male private
ward No. 35, and male wards Nos. :34 and 36 for medical and sur-
gical cases. The fourth floor, with the wards in the towers, is
reached by two separate stairways extending upwards fron the
basenient and also by elevator.

In the central wing of the main building, extencling norti, is
situated the large tleatre for elinical instruction and for the recep-
tion of outdoor patients, with a seating capacity of over six hundred.
Beneath this are the students'hbat and cloak rooms, outdoor patients'
waiting-roons and a small theatre. To this portion of the building
another large addition lias been added, which is two stories high,
thirty-six feet long by thirty-two broad. The lower flat is divided
into roomns for the examination of outdoor patients and rooms for
niedical and surgical purposes and private examinations. Th le up
flat contains two laboratories and rooms for clinical clerks. This
building, with its modern conveniences, offers unequalled advantages
for pathological research and medical and surgical instruction.

Behind the central portion of the hospital is the laundry andîits
departmnents and the disinfecting-room, and north of these the
mortuary with its autopsy theatre for post-mortemi examinations
and teaching.

The hospital is lighted by gas, heated by steani and hot water,
and the danger of fire is reduced to a minimum by the regular dis-
tribution of extinguishers, hose, pails of water and fire-escapes at
convenient positions througlout the institution; whilst to render
ready communication possible throughout, its different divisions are
united by the Village systeni of telephones.

The tutal number of beds now in commission is four lundred.
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The following table shows the number and distribution of beds
in each de'partnent at the present time:

Males. Feiales. Special. Private. Total.
Geieril........ 131 74 38 14 292
Eye and Ear.... 21 13 . . 40
Lying-in ....... . 25 .. 4 29
Pavilion ....... . 30 ,. 9 39

Total........ 152 142 38 33 400

A, large electrie elevator runs from the bascinent to fourth flat.

DoWN-TOwN EMERGENCY BRANCH, 105 BAY STREET.

This nuch-needed institution, which was opened on the lst of
last nonth under such favorable and encouraging auspices, is
situatd on the east side of Bay Street, a short distance north
of King -Street. Being within less than half a mile of Union
Station, old and new City Halls, the water front, and the principal.
hotels and varehouses of the city, the location is very central.
It is nearly two miles down town from the General Hospital
Within half a mile of this centre are three miles of streets with
double tracks, upon which the Street Railway systen centres; and
in the whole district is a heavy traffic of waggons, drays and
vehicles of all kinds, including innuinerable bicycles, all being
prolific sources of causing street accidents.

The new building is four stories in height and has a frontage of
forty-two feet and a depth of fifty-four feet.

The front is of red brick and brown stone and is enlivened
with awnings over all the windows and portico and a Union Jack
is floating above iii'honor of its opening day.

Basement contains kitchen, dininge-roomn, fuel room and cold
storage and other store-rooms.

Ground floor has a large receiving room for patients in the
rear, which is reached by a covered roadway under the south part
of the building through which the ambulance will. pass and drive
up to a covered entrance, free from obstruction from the street.
This floor also lias one large ward, an emergency opnrating room,
instrument room and a reception room or office near the front
entrance.

There are bathrooms and toilet rooms on aill floors.
Upon the upper floors are two large w'ards, three private wards

and complete suit of rooms for medical and resident staif, nurses,
attendants and servants. A dumb-waiter runs from basement to
top story. The building is heated with hot water, and is provided
with gas and electrie lighting. A fire-escape is fitted up in the
rear from the roof.

The building is neatly furnished throughout and is equipped
with all modern appliances suitable for the treatnent of all kinds
of accidents aid castalties occurring daily in a busy city like
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Toronto. The position of the Hospital is all tlat could be desired,
and is certainly an ornament to the street. We reproduce for our
readers here in half-tone a photograph of tie building.

The1 Emergency Hospital, being a hranch of the Toronto Gen-
eral Hospital, is under the direct mantagement and control of the

TORONTO GENERAL HOSPITAL EMERGENCY BRANCH, BAY ST., TORONTO.

Toronto General Hospital Trust. The chairnian, iMr. Walter S.
Lee, and the other trustees, Mr. Geo. Gooderhani, M)Ir. J. T. Blaikie,
Mr. Hugh Ryan and the Mayor, with Dr. Charles O'Rielly, the
Medical Superintendent, and NIessrs. Grerg & Gregg, architects,
.are to be congratulated on the successfu imanner i which the

- -
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building lias been constructed and arranged for the immediate
care of the sick and w'ounded. The staff will be drafted periodically
fron the most experienced at the Toronto General Hospital, so
that this institution, though two miles away froi the General, is in
reality, part and parcel of the Mother Hospital established in 1817.
Dr. O'Reilly chose Dr. H. Anderson and Dr. T. Bradley to be the
house-surgeons ou duty for the first period. Miss Mitchell is head
nurse, with an assistant nurse, ward tender, cook and housemaid.

This branch is open to all menbers of the profession in the
city, who may at any time send in and attend cases of emergency
and accidents taking place in their practice. This privilege will
no doubt be largely used by the profession, and will add nuch to
the popularity of this Institution.

Medical Women and Their Own Sex.
There is a hospital in Melbourne devoted to the treatment of

diseases of women, the nanaging committee of which almost
entirely consists of women. But when the resident appointments
are advertised for competition, the vacancies are not filled up with
young medical woien, but young niedical miei. It is stated that
the candidates are appointed by ballot, and if there be in the field
a man of good appearance and engaging manners, lie may rely
upon the support of a majority of the lady managers. Within the
past few months thrce medical women of ability have applied for
vacancies i, the resident appointients, but in each case a male
conpetitor was chosen instead. These facts are significant, but
they are not encouraging to those of the opposite sex who study
imedicine in Melbourne.-iedtical Press and Circu.lar.

A Novel Cure for Whooping-Cough.

There are many curious customs and superstitions existing in
this enlightened age, and among the most peculiar are some prac-
tised by the peasants of Ireland for the cure of various complaints.
In certain districts of that eountry whooping-cough is treated in
quite a unique manner. A few months ago inuch amusement was
caused by a case which came before the Coroner's Court of Belfast,
in which whooping-cough iwas treated in a child by passing the
sufferer three times under a donkey. Mr. W. R. Le Fann, in his
anusing book on Irish life, relates several other instances of a like
nature. and draws attention to the fact that nearly all the most
popular remedies are for the relief of whooping cough or chicken-
pox. Some donkeys are believed to be possessed of curative virtues
in a much higher degree than are others. A man living in County
Cork owlned an animal which could boast of more than a local
reputation. This man used to lead his donkey through the streets
of the city of Cork, crying out, " Will any one cone under my ass
for the chin-cough."--Pediatrics.

J
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Public Health and Hygiene.
J. J. CAsSIDY, MD., A- I. H. ADAMS, M.D.

EXECUTIVE HEALTH OFFICERS' ASSOCIATION OF
ONTARIO.

THE annual meeting of this association was held at Ottawa on
September 26th, in order that the members might have an oppor-
tunity of attending the sessions of the American Public Health
Association, which begain on the 27th. An important paper w'as
read on "Inspection of Meat for the Local Market," by Dr. Cassidy.

AMERICAN PUBLIC HEALTM ASSOCIATION.

THE twenty-sixth annual meeting of the Ainerican Public Health
Association was held at Ottawa, Ontario, September 27, 28, 29, 30,
1898.

The Executive Committee had selected the following topics for
consideration: The Pollution of Water Supplies; the Disposal of
Garbage and Refuse; Animal Diseases and Animal Food: Car
Sanitation; Steamship and Steamboat Sanitation: the Etiology of
Yellow Fever; the Relation of Forestry to Publie health ; Demo-
graphy and Statistics in their Sanitary Relations; the Cause and
Prevention of Infectious Diseases; Public Health Legislation; the
Cause and Prevention of Infant Mortality; Transportation of
Diseased Tissues by Mail; the Period During which Eacli Con-
tagious Disease is Transmissible and the Length of Time for which
-each Patient is Dangerous to the Community; Sanitation. with
Special Reference to Drainage, Plumbing and Ventilation of Public
.and Private Buildings; -report upon some Method of International
Arrangement for Protection Against the Transmission of Infectious
Diseases; Disinfectants; to Examine into the Existing Sanitary
Municipal Organizations of the Countries Belonging to the Asso-
-ciation with a view to Report upon those most Successful in
Practical Results; the Duties and Responsibilities of the Healthy
Man for his own and others' Health.

Upon all the above subjects special committees had been
.appointed. Papers were also received upon other sanitary and
hygienic subjects.

At the time of going to press the officers for 1898-99 had not
yet been elected. We shal give further details of the meeting in
-our next issue.

M ~-
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Editorials.
INSPECTION OF MEAT FOR THE LOCAL MARKET.

IFOR a number of years, notably since 1884, the 'United States
Government has enforced a system of inspection of all cattle,
sheep, calves and hogs intended for export and interstate trade.
The motive that prompted this action was founded on the com-
mnercial interests of tie American people. As the meat industry,
which ranks third in importance in the export trade of the United
States was threatened with serious opposition in Europe, it, was
deemed necessary to place it above ail criticisn or suspicion.
ience, through the agency of the Bureau of Animal Industries,
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extremely rigorous laws were, and are being, enforced in the work
of inspection. Through the operation of this bureau 102 registered
abattoirs, distributed over twenty-six cities in the United States,
vere established in 1896, and 35,917,479 animals were inspected,

of which 89,399, nearly one-quarter of one per cent., were condemned.
Strange to relate, outside of these inspection centres the butcher

may practically do as he pleases, and nothing prevents non-
inspected ineat from reaching the markets of the large American
cities.

Canadian export cattle are not inspected according to the
rigorous methods of the Bureau of Animal Industries, and they are
not equal, either in weight or quality, to the animals sent to
Europe by the American stock raisers.

In Toronto there is an inspection of cattle by an officer of the
local Board of Health. The report of the inspector for the year
ending October 31st, 1897, shows that the iolloing animals
passed through the market for export and home corsumption:

Cattle.............. .......... 134,335
Hogs ............................ 211,486
Sheep ............................ 90,497
Calves .......................... 5,762

Total .................... 442,080 wi
an

Of the above the inspector intercepted sixty-three cattle, w'hichth<
were affected with lumpjaw or other tumors. These were slaugh-
tered and, if the disease was found to be entirely local, the affected
parts only were destroyed. The carcases of four cattle and one
hog were cremated. Thirteen cattle, eighty-seven sheep, ten
calves and 132 hogs, which had been killed in transit, were con-
signed to the rendering tank to be converted into patent manure. one

Of the meat intended for the local meat trade of Toronto, part on
is derived from choice beef cattle; but, unfortunately, the entiFe
supply does not come from such a select source. Even the carcases calci
of animals which die of puerperal fever and pneumonia are bought
and dressed for the market. Torc

Again, there were in 1896 in the Province of Ontario 920,346 a pr
milch cows. Now, when animals of this class have become useless flttei
for dairy purposes, as the result of wearing out under high of co
pressure, old age, or disease, they are sold to drovers, who scour dress
the country looking for suchi material, and shipped to Toronto or for a
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rork some other town in the Province for slaughter and conversion into
,red dressed béef and various kinds of sausage. Soine of these cattle
t«es are sent to the regular cattle market and are there bought by
ted' butchers, while others are sent from the country direct to the little
ied. slaughter-houses in the city. It is quite likely that a high per-
her centage of such dairy cattle are affected with tuberculosis, and some

of them in an advanced degrce. At present, however, no means are
an available to the consumer for discovering the existence of that

disease in animals intended for slaughter. The owner of an animal
,he may suspect that it is tuberculous; lie may, in fact, have diagnosed

that disease by the tuberculin test, but lie keeps his opinion to
ohimself and sells the animal in the local market to the best

advantage. The condition of the city slaughter-houses is variously
represented, an inspector of the local Board of Health st.t-ing that
they are not nuisances, while a leading city veterinarian says
they are extremely filthy and ill-kept, so much so that "if the
people of Toronto knew the horrible surroundings and the disgust-
ing conditions of the places where their meat is dressed, they
would feel too nauseated to eat it."

If to protect ourselves against such neglect and wrong-doing we
admit that inspection of cattle before slaughter and of meat before
marketing are necessary, we are confronted with the question as to
what systein will best fill the requirements of the situation. The
answer is that in many places (more than six hundred in Germany)
there are municipal abattoirs, in which it is required that all the
slaughtering shall be done. The preliminary inspection of animals
intended for slaughter, and the passing of the meat intended for
the local market, are easily secured w'hen the work is done at one
place, but they cannot be done by the most efficient and energetie
inspectors if animals are being killed in thirty slaugliter-houses at
one time. An abattoir is not a very expensive affair. It is stated
on the authority of the Provincial Board of Health of Ontario,
that an estimate of the cost of an abattoir and pens, 50 by 20 feet,
calculated for a population of five thousand, according to Toronto
prices would be $1,572.50. At the Western Cattle Market,
Toronto, an abattoir has been erected at a cost of about $50,000 by
a private individual. It is a substantial brick building, and is
fitted with the needful requirements, including an excellent system
of cold storage. The accommodation is sufficient to provide for the
dressing of two hundred carcases of cattle a day. It may be used
for a small fee by the city butchers. There is no inspection of
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meat. A simple examination of the cattle intended for slaughter,
and a subsequent inspection of the viscera and meat by a competent
veterinarian, would make this quite a model institution-so much so,
indeed, that the City Council imight, if it were legal to do so, order
the butchers to use this abattoir and close their slaughter-houses.

In Ontario an Act for the Inspection of Meat and Milk Sup-
plies of Cities and Towns, being chap. 63, 59 Vict., makes it
optional for cities and towns to construct municipal abattoirs,
simply requiring that any city or town establishing an abattoir
shall construct and equip it according to the regulations adopted by
the Provincial Board of Health, and have the inspection of animais
and meat carried out as provided in section 108 of the Publie
Health Act. It may be stated, en passant, that this Act would be
more workable if a section were introduced stating that " when
an abattoir shall have been established in a municipality all the
butchers shall be obliged to stop using their slaughter-houses; and
all butcher's meat sold in the municipality shall have been dressed
in the abattoir." So far, not one of the 745 municipalities of
Ontario bas provided a municipal abattoir. The capital of the
Province, might be supposed to set an example by initiating this
important reform; but, so far, the Toronto City Council, though
requested to do so, has not taken any action in the matter.
Certainly, however, if the people of Toronto wish to have the
assurance that the meat served at their tables is free from disease,
there is no other method than to request the City Council to
provide an abattoir, in which all animals intended for the meat
market shall be examined before slaughter, and the meat inspected
by a veterinarian before it is marketed. There are other important
sanitary improvements which would follow the establishment of a
city abattoir. At present there are about thirty slaughter-houses
in the city. The oflal and the blood at these places are collected
every evening by a contractor, who removes them to an elStab-
lishment vhere they are converted into a fertilizer. As these
slaughter-houses are mostly situated in the suburbs of the city
and the offal is removed every day, there is no malodorous nuisance
in the populous portion of the city. From the standpoint of the
meat trade, however, a city abattoir would offer superior advan-
tages, in the interest of the butcher as well as his patrons.

It would do away with the poor, badly equipped, badly managed
slaughter-houses, which in many cases are nuisances in their
respective neighborhoods. It would make it unnecessary to drive
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cattle through the streets, a practice that blocks traffic, frightens

people, and at times occasions serious accidents. It would give
simall butchers the advantages enjoyed by the wholesalers; they
could use the facilities of the large slaughter-houses, which are
superior to their individual establishments, and the cold storage
system could be used by all, with economy to the dealer and
advantage to the consumer in the increased wholesomeness of the
ineat. The offal and the condeined organs and carcases could be
disposed of to bettar advantage.

Moreover, it bas been shown by repeated trials of this system
that, instead of increasing the cost of meat, it tends to reduce it.
A large system can be conducted by co-operation between butchers
at less expense than when each lias his own establishment. The
European system of municipal ownership is undoubtedly 2nost

desirable. It has been found that the rentails from abattoirs are
sufficient to pay the running expenses and to afford a reasonable
return on the investinent. The whole systemi is not only aw
advantage to the consumer of meats, but it subjects the butchers to
no hardships whatever, and makes it more convenient and cheaper
for them to conduct their trade. Although the butchers inay be in
favor of the seeming privileges which they possess at present, we
feel confident that, after they have exaniined the question from
every side, they will decide for an abattoir, in their own iiterest
as well as for the advantage of their customers. Should this
opinion be verified, we may expect to sec established in Toroùto a
systein of inspection, based on coimnon-sense, not vexatious to
those who have cattle to sell or expensive to those who prepare
meat for the market, and such as will commend itself to those who
wish to improve the public health. J. J. c.

TREATMENT OF THE M1ORPHINE HABIT.

Di. PAtU SOLLIER, in La Presse iledicale, gives some very instruc-
tive views on his method of treating patients, who have for many
years been addicted to the use of morphine. When regularly in-
jected in a continued manner, morphine causes, after a considerable
time, a more or less important diminution of the activity of the
nervous system, and a very marked slowing of the processes of

glandular secretion. When morphine is rapidly withdrawn, there
is frequently a resumption of the glandular functions; but this
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does not happen immnediately in all the organs at the saie tinie,
the different phenomena appearing one after the other. Most fre-
quently perspiration and sneczing open the scene, accompanied with
yawning. Then diarrhea appears-at first ordinary foces, then

pure bile, afterwards loose motions, half bilious, half focal in char-
acter: mucous voiniting (gastrie juice), then bile, where there is
any, appears after the diarrhaet has started and stops before it.
Spermatorrhoea appears afterwards, then salivation and muscular
cramps. Each glandular apparatus begins operations in its turn,
%ithout any deterinined order in this succession of phenoimeiia,
which varies with each person and depends on the different degrees
to which the different organs of the body are impregnated with
morphine. The mechanisn by which the system rids itself of
morphine appears to be an epithelial and endothelial desquamation
of the impregnated mucous membranes. These processes may be
renewed during six or eight weeks after abrupt withdrawal of the
drug, and when complete correspond to a restitutio ad integrun of
the affected organs. Assuning that these premises are correct, it
follows that the stronger the reaction of the organisn the more
abundant will be the desEinamation at first, and the more rapidly
will organiic regeneration be brought about, the more quickly
will the systeni renew itself in its elements, the more favorable
will be the course of convalescence, the more completely will lealth
be restored, and consequently all the more will the chances of a
relapse be lessened. Just as in the infectious diseases, in which the
return to health is more perfect, when the disease lias pursued
a more acute course, on the condition of course that the organism
is in a suitable condition to react against the infection.

Hence the object that one ouglit to propose to one's self in trea t-
ing a patient with morphine habit is to favor as much as possible
the elimination of the altered glandular elements, to provoke the
appearance of each secretion, if slow in appearing, or if it slackens
its work wNhen begun or stops too soon. To meet these indicativns
it suffices to excite glandular activity by every known method,
while at the same time lessening the quantity of morphine. Pur-
gatives, diuretics and diaphoretics ought to be used concurrently.
Under the influence of these medicines, and the rapid diminution of
the quantity of morphine, the resumption of glandular activity
begins before complete removal of the drug is enforced. The effort
of the organism at this time is therefore less intense, the emunc-
tories being already prepared. Hence it results that the heart is
not forced to perform excessive work, and the pain provoked by

m -
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the reaction of the organisn, 3triving to free itself of its altered
elements, is reduced as much as possible.

Dr. Sollier since using this nethod lias not observed even in

patients vith diseased hearts any signs of heart failure or syncope,
and still less lias lie been confronted with the collapse which
frigltens so inany morphine-takers when trying to get cured, and
physicians who have not had any experience in such cases. Wlen
the morphine-taker is thus prepared for weaning, not only is there
no serious accident to dread, but it is useless to give him any heart
tonic, such as sparteine or caffeine, for heart failure need not be
apprehended. When, on the other hand, weaning from morphine
is begun without having taken previous precautions to prepare
for glandular elimination, one is exposed to what nay be called a
false elimination of morphine.

Dr. Sollier explains this as follows: Weaning from morphine
should not be confounded with elimination of the drug from the
systein. Weaning may be put in force, but elimination may not
follow. Should this occur, convalescence does not take place, or
else comnes on in a slow, torpid manner, and besides even fatal
results may happen. To illustrate this point, two cases are
selected from several others, wrhich we give in Sollier's own words:
"I was summoned one day to sec a physician, a morphine-taker
for several years, who was finally obliged to give up his habit
in order to continue his practice. Not wishing to go to a hospital
he had undertaken to treat himnself at home, and naturally adopted
the slow method. He lessened the quantity of morphine for six
weeks in a progressive manner, until he was taking from a third to
half a grain of morphine a day. But lie was extremely weak; he
was constipated the whole tinie, and had lost appetite and sleep;
w-as nervous, and his hcart was irregular in action; lie suffered from
a general atony, and the bodily functions, instead of resuming their
offices owing to a reduction in the quantity of morphine, were
slower than ever. Threatened syncope appeared, when lie wished
to stop the morphine entirely. After having treated him in the
manner described above, I prepared him for weaning. Everything
passed without an accident. After eight or ten days the patient

began to regain his appetite and enjoy a little sleep, and I
thought le was out of danger. But at this juncture the heart,
exhausted by six weeks of slow suppression, exhibited the
plhenomena of myocarditis, wvhich caused death in three days.
Nothing in his organie condition justified such a result, which was
simply the outcomeéof exhaustion produced by the long struggle
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of the heart and of the organisin to bring on elimination, which
did not occur. In spite of what may be said to the contrary, slow
discontinuance of morphine is more exposed to accident and more
dangerous than abrupt stopping of the drug.

" In the second case the results were happier and the deinou-
stration still more conclusive. The patient was also a physician, a
morphine-taker for twenty-five years, and sixty-three years old.
Obliged to suspend his lectures and his occupation on account of
weakness, mnany of his colleagues acvised himi to stop the use of
morphine at once. He made the effort at his own house. But
total stoppage of elimination occurred; constipation was obstinate,
and pains of a hyperSsthetic character all over the body prevented
sleep or rest. Appetite was abolished, and alimentation became
more and more impossible. To get rest injections of chloral were
given, but without results. After a month the condition of the
patient was unchanged, emaciation was very marked, and weak-
ness was notable. It was concluded to call in iny services for fear
of a rapidly fatal issue. I easily discovered, that if the patient wvas
veaned from morphine he îvas by no means eliminating the drug.

I began, therefore, the sam'e as if weaning hlad just been coin-
menced, and proceeded to excite the functions of all the glandular
organs of the body. Everything happened just the saine as if we
were dealing with a morphine-taker, who had begun treatment the
day before. After ten days lie got up. Appetite returned, and,
after two months and a half, lie Vas able to resuine his work,
having gained twenty-six pounds in weight, recovering his appetite,
sleep and strength."

Dr. Sollier is opposed to the use of other hypnotics when
treating a morphine-taker, and does not, therefore, use napelline or
phosphate of codeine. Adjuvants, such as sparteine and caffeine,
are sometimes used if the heart is weak. Antipyrine and bromide
of potassium are used when there is a tendency to cerebral conges-
tion. He is totally opposed to the use of sulfonal, broinidia, chloral~
etc., and thinks that sulfonal is the most dangerous drug in this
category.

The rational treatment of morphinomania, according to Sollier,
consists in provoking and favoring as much as possible, the
secretions of all the glands, in depriving the patient of the. drug
as soon as possible, in avoiding subsequent interference except to
keep up elimination, and observing the patient through all the
period necessary for glandular regeneration. J. 3. c.
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AMBULANCE CLASSES-A BEAUTIFUL FAD 1

WITu the coming of the sumumer the voice of the lecturing physi-
cian on "First Aid to the Injured" was silent in the land; and
evidently withî his devotees it is out of hearing, out of mind,
otherwise soine of bis precepts would have becn put into practice
when occasion required, as it has frequently during the past
few months. Perhaps, however, we are censuring without just
cause, so we pause to ask a question: " What has been taught in.
these " Ambulance Classes"? Has, for instance, the rescuing and
the resuscitating of the drowning been made the subject of lecture
and study? If so, passing strange, is it not, that any should perish,
judgringc by the enormious attendance accredited to thiese classes.
In fact, half the population seeni to have been seized with a longing
for a wider sphere of usefulness. Pity 'tis, that their fancy has taken
such a norbid direction. The public press lias kindly chronicledi
long lists of those who have " passed the necessary examinations."
Here may we venture another question: " What are the graduates
qualified to do ?" Are their qualifications simply to stick a pin in
a bandage, without causing the oftentimes ungrateful subject of
their inistrations to " sec stars "? One would be inclined to pity
the long-suflering physicians who have so courteously given their
tinie to a cause so apparently useless. Are these classes, that have
been the fad of the past two winters, needed ? Thcy have been
attended alike by all grades of society, frort the ladies of Toronto,
the Y. M. C. A. men, etc., down to the housemaids. Perhaps the
wisest thing the physician can do is to bow the misguided ladies
back into the social circles, which they so gracefully adorn, or
pray for a new fad to become epideinie.

As for these Guild classes, what is the use of physicians bother-

ing themselves to talk to housemaids? Little can be accomplished
except a cheapening of the dignity of the medical men theinselves.
As for the young men mentioned, possibly better results miglit be
obtfained, as few "boys grown tall" trouble theinselves to listen to
lectures or learn anything unless they intend to make soine prac-
tical use of the knowledge attained. However, we think these
classes are not needed, and too often the truthfulness of the good
old maxim lias been proven-"Little knowledge is a dangerous
thing."

We do not wish to censure sweepingly, as there are several
classes in our coninunity to whom lectures upon "First Aid to
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the Injured " should be given for instance, raihvay men, steani-
boat enployees and all such as are exposed by reason of their
occupation to unusual danger.

Nevertheless, we are firmly of the opinion that, thoughtlessly
perhaps, a nunber of our physicians are lowering the standard of
the inedical man by freely imparting to the laity too much medical
knowledge. If this fad continues it may soon cone into vogue to
consult one's patients as to what they would prefer as an antidote
to poison, or perhaps, in a case requirimg surgical treatment, a
serious argument may occur between physician and patient, the
latter feeling his superior knowledge, owino to his having been
a " grad " of the ambulance class of the winter of '89.

As physicians, let us remeiber where we put ourselves we must
stay. Already the wi-se worldlings engaged in other professions
are laughing at our prodigal liberality; so let us, ere it is too late,
keep the knowledge that it has taken years of study to acquire,
imparting it cheerfully only to those who intend to espouse
our noble calling as a lifework. We have already cast our bread
to feed the stranger, for have we not given, with scarce a protest,
the name " Doctor," to be 'fraimed, chromo-like, to enhance the
barndoors of quackdom ? w. A. Y.

THE ONTARIO 11EDICAL IIBRARY ASSOCIATION.

AGAIN we desire to refer to the Library, and remind our city
confreres that they have it within their power to make use of the
volumes of the Association by the paynent of a mnerely nominal
fee, and that our country friends, by a post card to the secretary,
may do likewise at the mere cost of the express charges. i
addition to this the library of the Surgeon-General of the United
States at Washington may, through the Ontario Medical Library,
be consulted in the same way. A substantial deposit lias stood
in Washington to the credit of the Provincial Library, for the
purpose of recouping it for the possible loss of any of its books.
This arrangement has existed for soine time, and yet few of
the profession, excepting perhaps the officers of the Association,
are aware of the easy manner in which they may consult the
works of the largest medical library on the continent, with little
or no trouble or expense, the secretaries of the two libraries doing
a ' the work therewith.
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The work and worry to the profession here in regard to con-
sulting aiy book or reading up any subject is reduced to a mini-
mxîum, thanks to the energetic secretary. It is not necessary for
physicians to go themselves and look over shelf after shelf until
they find what will help them. If thcy sinply write or teleplione
the subject they wish to investigate the secretary will do the
looking up and advise promptly of the result. lt is a great
comfort at times to be able to lay one's hand on the latest literature
bearing upon some peculiarly puzzling case.

"THE CANADIAN PRACTITIONER" versus THE CANADIAN
MEDICAL ASSOCIATION.

IT was certainly no news to the profession when The Canadian
Pra:-titioner in last month's issue, in referring to The Canadian
Medical Association, used these words: "We were never particu-
larly enthusiastic over the mneeting," going on to point out that the.
attendance was always small, and, in fact, to hint that the Associa-
tion was rapidly losing its interest and dwindling into insignificance.
In order to enlighten the author of the editorial in question upon
the subject lie strove to write about, wre need only say that during
the past five years the average attendance Las *been 114, and for
the ten years previous to that the average number of members
registered was but 90. Jt miglit be well if the editors of our
conitemporary were to mend their own ways before criticising, as.
by tLheir consulting the members' register they will find that ato Zntgte îeies roter
least five ycars have elapsed since they last lelped to swell the
attendance roll. One of the gentlemen referred to might also,
perhaps, promise fewer papers, but turn up more frequently at the-
meetir ,,. Don't grumble, but cone.

A 11OVE IN THE RIGHT DIRECTION.

WE are pleased to notice a new departure in the extern department
of the General Hospital. Each patient on his first visit is given a,
blank fori to be filled out and signed by a doctor or clergyman
certifying that said patient is at present unable to pay for medi-
cine and attendance. This certificate must be presented at each
subsequent visit.

We congratulate Dr. O'Reilly on his good beginning iu hospital
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reform, and feel assured, now that he has taken the initiative, tliat
he will continue this nuch-needed work and extend it to indoor
patients who, mu many cases, are imposing on both hospital and
doctors to even a greater degree than the externs. The example
of the General Hospital has been promptly followed by the
Western, and it is to be hoped the other hospitals and dispen-
.saries will soon fall into line. w. j. w.

WE have been honored by receiving recently a large number of
original papers from many well-known writers of niedical lore all
over Canada, as well as the United States. This feast of good
things we know our subscribers appreciate, as we are enabled thus
to give them each issue between 70 and 80 pages of the mnost
recent and up-to-date material procurable. Several papers, w'hich
we have in type at present, but owing to lack of space are abso-
lutely prevented fron publishing till next month, include " Pro-
gress of Medico-Legal Surgery," by Clark Bell, Esq., LL.D,; a
paper by Dr. J. J. Morrissey, of the New York School of Clinical
Medicine; "Infection aind Serotherapy," by Edward Leberge,
M.D., Montreal; "Diphtheria, with Special Reference to the
Laryngeal Cases requiring a Choice between Tracheotomy and
Intubation," by A. Gaudier, M.D., Sherbrooke, P.Q. ; a paper by
Ferd. C. Valentine, M.D., New York (the last three having been
read at the Quebec meeting of the Canadian Medical Association).

W. A. Y.

Dit. A. A. MACDONALD is again out for representation on the
Medical Council for West Toronto.

Dis. G. A. PEURS, R. A. Reeve and K. C. Mcllwraith, of
Toronto, returned last month from England.

Di. GRAJAM, who recently moved on to College Street andlias
resided in the house until lately occupied by Dr. Geo. Carveth,
intends leaving the city.

THE result of Toronto University Senate elections will be known
in a day or two. Besides the former candidates representing the
Medical Faculty, Dr. J. M. Macallum is in the field.

DR. J. O. Onn, of 3C7 Jarvis Street, will return home about
October 22, and resume his general practice at his old residence.
The doctor lias been spending the greater part of the year in the
Lospitals of England and the Continent.
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e>ih Editor cannot hold hieit-
(11)ré'çi(1)(1Pré'self re'spoiisiblc for any uieiusCorrespondence.4 '

e.%pressed in this Department.

HOW THINKING 15 DONE AND OUGHT TO BE DONE.

To the Editor of TitE CANAIras JOURNAL OF .MEDICINE AND SURGERY:

DEAR SI,-Cabani's conception that " the brain secretes thought
as the liyer secretes bile" is erroneous. Bile is a tangible substance
while thought is not. Had he said the brain produced nerve secre-
tion, as the liver secretes bile, then his assertion might have had
some scientific sigrificance. The brain is simply the great nerve
centre of the humian or animal system. Until God breathed tlhought
into the mind, at the sane time as He breathed life into the inani-
niate brain, which, soniewhat like the nainspring to the watch, set
the machinery in motion that guides the circulation, the brain could
never have evolved thought. The stomnach can evolve as much
thought when fruit-cake is eaten before retiring. Thought is not
evolved by physiological and pathological changes directly, but
the Deity in a human being takes cognizance of these changes and
governs the in d accordingly. If thought were the product of
physiological and pathological change, then thought must be a.
tangible substance. But what microscope lias ever discovered
thought as it bas all proliferation? Man, therefore, is not only
human, but divine. The life of God was breathed in and man
becaine a living soul, vith the capabilities of a free-will agency to
enioy independent thought. So that vain philosophy does not and
never can, no matter how much research there may be made by
so-called scientißc materialists, locate the exact formation of
thought in t.e human system. It is an extraneous eleinent, alto-
gether, that finds the brain a proper vehicle through which to
operate. The sun's rays are extraneous to the earth, and yet his
rays very decidedly effect the earth. "Out of the saie mouth
proceed blessing and cursing." What physiological change could
produce such opposite results at the same time? By the aid of
die senses thought is, for the most part, if not entirely, occupied.
And yet out of the heart proceed evil thoughts, murders, adulteries,
etc. Sin being the disturbing elenient in man throws him out of
harmony to God's will, and the thouglts can only be brouglt into
harmony to the will or thought of God by the power of the spirit
-of God through the atonement of Jesus Christ and repentance and
turning away from all sin and sinful suggestion. In this way
alone can the evil heart of unbelief become clianged. No nedical
treatment of that part of the heart of the most scientific character
can, in itself, effect in.the slightest degree that form of disease. The

-A
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Great Physician alone can cure that form of disease, and the
sanctified common-sense of the truly scientific physician will at
once recocrize how one-sided and materialistic a physician is who
undertakes the practice of medicine without beiig soundly con-
verted to God and consecrated through His help to his profession.
The time has comi when the empiricismî of divine healers, so-called,
Christian Science and other forms of delusion, should be taken up
and thoroughly exposed, and with your permission, Mr. Editor, I
will write again shortly and do so.

163 Wilton Ave., Toronto. R. H. RoBINSON.

[We always appreciate hearing from our subscribers, but as
this journal is purely a medical and surgical publication, we
courteously request our correspondents to confine theiselves to
subjects distinctly pertaining thereto.-EDIoII.]

OBITUARY.

DR. GEO. W. SANDERSON died at his residence, 299 Huron Street,
Toronto, on Wednesday, Septemnber 14th. He was born at the
corner of Elm and Yonge streets, in Toronto, 72 years ago. Bis
inedical studies were carried on in Toronto and at McGill Univer-
sity, in Montreal, and after graduating froin the latter institution
he spent a year in Great Britain, taking the M.R.C.S. degrce.
Returning to this country lie conmenced practice in Woodstock,
where le speedily drew around him a large circle of patients.
After some years lie moved to Orillia, where, " a doctor of the old
school," he ministered to the sick and suffering over a wide area
of northern Ontario, at a time when the population was scattered
and conditions of life in the district were primitive. About twenty
years ago lie retired from active practice and moved to Toronto.
He was naturally of very robust constitution, but a succession
of illnesses dissipated his stock of vitality. Tle severe physical
exertion consequent upon his practice in the Muskoka district at
one time gave rise to acute dilatation of the heart, which laid 'him
aside for nany months, but froni which he apparently complctely
recovered. About five years ago lie sustained a fracture of the
neck of the femur, the slight resulting lameness continuing unti
his death. The accident which caused the fracture gave his system
a shock fron which lie never fully recovered. Three times follow-
ing the fracture lie became so debilitated from extreme anomia
that his life was despaired of, but eaci tinie he recovered. His
last illness, a persistent and uncontrollable diarrhœea, overtook him
at a time when ho appeared better than he had been for several
years His wife, to wlhom he wvas singularly devoted, preceded
him in death exactly four months. lie leaves two sons (J. R.
Sanderson, of London; F. G. Sanderson, of Montrtal) and three
daughters, Mrs. J. B. Wallace, of Orillia: Amy Louise Sanderson,
and Mrs. (Dr.) Galloway, of Toronto.

m -
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<The Physician s Líbrary.
BOOK REVIEWS.

b order to show wlat an abuost unliinited expenditure lias to be made
in the publication of certain Iedical works, we take pleasure in publishiing a
letter recently received by us from the vell-known firm of W. B. Saunders, of
Philadelphia, which explains itself and goes to show what a mine of medical
knowledge this firm intend producing during the next few months in the shape
,of certain books :

PHILADELI'îîA, Spt. 7th, 189S.
DEAR Sras,-Encouraged by the large sale of the first two volumes of mîy

niew series of Hand Atlases (two editions of Jakob's "Internal Medicine"
having been sold in less than four months), I visited Germany this sumnier and
made a contract with the central publishier, agreeing to purchase from hlim one
hundred thousand copies of the lithographic plates. There are not more than a
hundred thousand physicians in this country, and this seemus an extraordinarily
large undertaking. When, however, you take into consideration the beautiful
-colored plates, whichî are produced by the most skilful artists obtainable in
Germuany, and the fact that the books are sold at a price which would have
-been impossible unless there had been a combination of some eleven pub-
lishers, it does iot seei to me a diflicult undertakinig, as I amii convinced that
when the profession secs these works they will meet with a very large sale.
The miiechanical execution of these lithograpls is of the very best, and the
illustrations are equal to, if not better than, those in the larger atlases which
heretofore have sold for froi $30 to $40. I personally examîined the plates
which are now being produced for "External Diseases of the Eye " and the
" Atlas of Skin Diseases, ' and found theni marvels of beauty. By reason of
miy new contract tie central publisher bas agreed to insert in all new volumes
-an additional nuber of colored plates, thus naking the newer volumes more
beautif ul than those that have aready been published, and yet they are to be
sold at the saime price.

Besides the atlases whiclh were sent to you this suniner for review, I have
sent you the revised edition of Da Costa's " Modern Surgery," the second
edition of McFarland's " Pathogenic Bacteria," and I now have ready, and will
send you in a few days, the second edition of " Ai American Text-book of the
Diseases of Cihildren" and " An Anerican Text-book of Gynecology." Both
of these text-books have been thoroughly revised and a large amount of new
mnaterial added. I will also send. you in a few days the fourth revised edition
of Vierordt's " Medical Diagnosis." This work lias been entirely re-written
-and very inuch enlarged. Vierordt has gone thîroughi thîree very large editions
in this country, and is noiv a recognized standard text-book on medical diag-
nosis both in this country and abroad. Dr. Stuart's translation has met with a
very good reception in the English market, where I have placed several large
editions. You will also shortly receive the second edition, revised, of Griffith's
" Care of the Baby " and Butler's " Materia Medica and Tlerapeutics." I an
ple-ased to announce that we have abnost ready, and will publishi on or before
October 1st, Stengel's " Text-book of Pathology." This vill be a work of about
eighît hîuindred pages, and will be a model text-book on modern pathology. We
will also have ready on or about the 16tl of October a " Text-book of Obstet-
ries," by Barton Cooke Hirst, Profeqsor of Obstetrics at the University of
Pennsylvania. This will be a profusely illustrated text-book on obstetrics, of
about cighît hundred pages. Dr. Hirst lias enbodied in this book a series of
original illustrations which lie lias collected in his work as Professor of
Obstetrics at the University of Pennsylvanii. I expect these two works-
Stengel's Pathology and Ilirst's Obstetris-to be leading text-books on their

*1..
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respective subjects during the coining season, as they are both vritten by men
of well-known ability in their respective lines.

" The Aimerican Pocket Medical Dictionary " will be ready before the first
of October. This is an entirely iew work, designîed as a liandy volue for
physicians and students. It w'ill contain a toid of over tweniby-six thousand
words, or about five thousand words more than any othier pocket dictionary.
It will form a handsoime volume bound il full limp leather.

We shal have ready, on or about Ianuary 1st, "An Aimerican Text-lbook
of Diseases of the Eye, Ear, Nose and Throat," edited by Drs. de Sclweinitz
and ILudall; also Church and Petersoni's "Mental and Nervous Diseases."
Both of these books will bu well illustrated.

I shall be glad if you can give me a prelimîinary announceieut of these
forthcoming works, togethier with a special notice of mîy Medical Band
Athases. I more particulîarly desire to call the attention of physicians in tlis
country to the hand atlases, and to explain to them how it is possible to supply
these books at so low a figure. I would be pleased, hîowever, if you can lay
stress on the fact tha thle initial cost of publication in the making of the
expensive colored plates is borne by cleven publishers instead of one, as is
usually the case, thus making it possible to produce themi at so low a price.

With kind regards, and best wishes for the coming season,
I am, yours sincerely,

W. B. Ssuuns.

Interational Clin ies. A Quarterly of Cinica Lectures on Medicine, Nec'gy,
Surgery, Gyncology,Obstetries, Ophthalnlogy,Laryngology, Pharyngology,
Rhinology, Otology and Dermoatology, and specially prepared articles on
Treatmnent and Drugs, by professors ind lecturers in the leadiug muedical
colleges of the United States, Germuany, Austria, France, Great Britain and
Canada. Edited by JuonsoN DAAXo. M.D., University of Pennsylvanîia,
Philadelphia; J. MIîreE BucE, M.D., F.R.C.P. (Lond., Eng.) ; amid
D. W. FNmrAv, M.D., F R.C.P. Volume 11., Eighth Series, 1898. Phila-
delphia: J. B. Lippincott Co. Montreal: C. Roberts, 593k Cadieux Street.

Rapidly following the publication of Vol. t. of this Eighîth Series of "Clinjics
comes Vol. Il., and it is a difficult matter- to pronounce as to which is the
better. Aiongst the conitributors to the second volume are such men as Drs.
A. H. Barbour, of Edinburgh ; Seth Scott Bislhop, of Chicago ; Ienry C. Coe,
of Bellevue Hospital Medical College ; Prof. Ewald, of Berlin; Webster Fox, of
Philadelphia ; Pearce Gould, of London, England ; W. W. Keen, of Jefferson
Medical College; T. P. Pick, of London ; A. Pinard, of Paris ; Nicholas Sunn,
of Chicago; and Last, but not least, our own fellow-townsman and litterateur,
Dr. Alex. McPhedran, wlo has contributed a chapter of no little importance,
entitled " Te Treatment of Acute Failire in Chroiiiu Hcart Disease " Under
the saine heading of treatment, amongst other articles, come also the Treatment
of Tuberculosis, by Prof. Grancher, and the Operative Treatment of Sclerotic
Catarrh of the Middle Ear, by Dr. S. S. Bishop. Under the heading of
Medicine, there is a most instructive lecture by Prof. Ewald, the author of the
work on diseases of the stomacli, entitled "Some Forms of Gastralgia. " Dr.
James Cantlie also contributes a ehapter in Medicine on that disease found so
much in China, somne parts of India and the Straits Settlements, known as
psilosis or sprue. We also read carefully and witli interest a lecture by Dr.
F. M. Cînudall on Malarial Fever in Children. The contributors to the
department of Neurology are Prof. R. Von Jaksch, -who gives a clinicil lecture
on Toxie Polyneuritis, and Dr. T. W. Mott, who has an article on Arsenical
Neuritis. Drs. Nicholas Senn, W. W. Keen, Pearce Gould and T. Pickering
Pick are the principal writers under the departinent of Surgery. Dr. Senn
treats of the Etiology and Classification of Cystitis; Dr. King, on a case of
appendicitis, where the appendix became attached perumanently to the bladder
like a third ureter. Mr. Gould lectures on the Choice of Method of Amputa-
tion, and Mr. Pick on Syphilitic Stricture of the Rectum. Under Gynecology
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and Obstetrics Dr. Barbour, of Ediinburgh, comes to the front with an exceed-
ingly able chapter on a case of labor iii a uni'versally coitracted pelvis, whicIh
siows great study antd original thought. Dr. Coe, under tbis headhig, speaks
of sterility. Ophthalmology is contributed to by sch well-known ien as
E. Treacher Collinis, L. Webster Fox and W. C. Boteler. Dr. W. Milligan
contributes an article on Suppurative Inflanunnation of the Frontal Sinuses
under Laryngology, and Dr. J. F. Schamberg, in Dermatology, gives a chapter
on the Varieties, Causes and Treatient of Baldness. As we have already said,
the series of International Clinies wIl be found to be a .ualtoa ial parro, the
great dvantage being that it is not like a large work, where one has to turn
from oeu voiie to another to complete an article, but each volumce of " Clinics"
isa separate antd distinct vork by itself, worth a great deal more than the price
of tbe b)ook.'

JWillimn Stols. Masters of Medicine Series. By bis Son, Snit WrLi
STOnPs. Illustrated. New York : Longimans, Green & Co., 91 and 93

Fifth Avenue.

It wouid be difictlt to find tie biography of an Irishnman dreary reading.
Il this one the writer aims to tell of William Stokes, the physician, but some-
iow the.,reader is more impressed by the miany glimipses of William Stokes, the
mal. IL early life, in Dublin, surrounded by a social atmosplhere which con-
taimed the wit and culture of the time, the love of poetry and art vere innate in
him. The autbor understands the charm of letting his subject prove self-
revealing, anid so, mîany of his letters are given in the book, fuill of exquisite
descr 1i)tionîs of places visited. He felt the beauties of nature and described
thei with a keenness aud tenderness beyond the depth of ordinary mon.
With all his intense love of mîankind lie lad strong dislikes toward some : for
instance, bis opinion of Tho-ns Carlyle (hiù guest for a short time in 1849)
secmns worth repetition. Of hii Dr. Stokes said, "I have met many bores, but
Carlyle was hy1per borcm."

As a phîysician, lecturer antd writer Dr. Stokes played an active and credit-
able part. His first smnall publication was on " The Use of tie Stethoscope."
It is of interest in this machine-made age to notice how long it took before the
stethoscope, tben a novelty, was adopted by the profession. Perhaps his
greatest work vas a treatise on the diseases of the chest. Jn lis work on the
heart and the aorta, the Cheyne-Stokes respiration is referred to. In tie
section on cardiotherapeuties the principles are found which are practically
identical with thiose now known as the Sehott mîethod. A leisure liour could
hardly be spent to better advantage tlian in reading the busy life of tlhis Master
of Medicine, lived in a land for whichi " God lias (lone so imîucli and man so
little." w. A. Y.

Clinùil Lectuires oit Diseases of the Heart and AIorta. By G Eo. WM. B ALFOUR,
M.D (St. Anid.) ; LL.D.(Edin. and St. And.) ; F.R.O.P.(Edin.) ; F.R.S.
(Edin.) ; Consulting Pbysician to the Royal Infirmary, Edinburghi, etc., etc.
Third Edition. London : Adam & Chas. Black, 1898. Toronto: The
Puiblishers' Syndicate, Limited.

Considering tle reception given to former issues of tlis work, it is little
wonder that Dr. Balour found it necessary to rewrite it and publishi still a
third edition. The iame of the author and his standing as a clinical teaclier is
in itself qulite enoughi to induce a large sale, and when it is knownt tbat to this
edition considerable additions hîave been macle anti parts entirely rewritten and
brouglit rigbt up to date, it can be safely said that this edition also wvill soon
be inprocnrtble. The ules giveil for the use of digitalis in order to prevent
any cimulative effect in cardiac disease, &s also regarding the employmîent of
potass. iodidiv ii cases of aneurysmî will be most usefuil to practitioners. The
mere fact that all the cases referred to are tbose whuicli camie uinder tlie autlior's
notice, and wbicli in many instances were afterwards corroborated in the ior-
tuary, will go to show that lie lias not atteipted ii any way to draw upon bis
imagination, but give faut htnd fact only. We cordially recommend tbe work to
,prOfessors, clinicil teachiers and practitioners alike.

'i
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2î MilTmital of Modem Surgieryl, General aind Operatire. By Joux CHALuERs DA.
Cos'ra, M.D., Clinical Professor of Surgery, Jefierson Medical College, Phila
delphia ; Surgeon to the Philadelplhia Hospital. 386 illustrations. Phila-
delphia W. B. Sauinders, 925 Walnut Street. 1898. Caadian Ageiits:
J. A. Carveth & Co., Toronto.
That it is the greatest encouragement to an author on iy subject to find it

necessary, se soon after the launching of the first volume on the market, to.
publi '. again and practically re-write bis work, goed without saying. Dr. Da
Costa, in the first edition of this inuual, made up iis mind that his book should
not be anything like a systen of surgery, and that lie should not attempt to cover
the field in so complote a numnner as wouîld be reqîuired by a vork comprising
surgery in its entirety; so he decided, and that wisely, that it should be classified
neither as a text-book nor a compendium, but as soietlng between the two.
In nmy part s c las re-written thic chapters, adding many things which are
quite new, anud leaving out parte which were not as practical as lie considered
requisite. Chapters have been added upon the female breast, the spleen, the
panicreas, wounds as inflicted by modern projectiles, and one on the use of the
Rentgen Rbays. Dr. Da Costa lias described sucli operations as Bodine's
nmethod of colotomny, Sen's method for re-section of the hip-joint, mnethods of
gastrostomny, Oweni's operation for hare-ip, and others. Altogether we are f ully
satisfied that the second edition will miieet with as flattering a reception as did
the first, as in every point it is excellent.

-Itl«s of Syphilis ud the Venereal Diseises, inclndinî;g a Brief TIreati-e on the Path-
ology and Tre«tmet. By PROF. DR. FRtAz MiuAcm, of Vieinma ; authorizel
translation from the German. Edited by L. Bolton Bangs, M.D., Consult-
ing Suigeon to St. Luke's Hospital and the City Hospital, New York ; late
Professor of Genito-Urinary Surgery and Venereal Diseases, New York
Post-Graduate Medical Sclool and Hospital. With 71 colored plates. Phila-
delphia : W. B. Saunders, 925 Walnut Street, 1898. Toronto: J. A. Car-
veth & Co.
That any publishing bouse is able to turn out such perfect work in colored

plates as is represeited, for instance, in the case of plate 60 B, that of heredi-
tary syphilis as imanifested in the teeth of children, says a great deal for the
eare shown in the books they turin out. The subject of syphilis and venereal
diseases is one in which a qîuick, and at the same timîme, absolutely correct
diagnosis is everything, so that in readinîg the matter presented by the miîost
recent writers on the subject, illustrations well and correctly produced miake a
very great difference. Tlie autior iii this atlas lias not attemlpted to go imto
the subject of venercal diseases in its entirety, but lias wisely dealt witli the
more common conditions met with, leaving out whatever does not interest the
ordinary practitioner. His cases, as given, camme alimost aill from under his on
care in his liospital at Vien.

Will tie business manager of Meyers Bros.' Drnygist, that excellent joui-ual
published at St. Louis, Mo., permit us to congratilate iiim on the slhowing his
deparbient makes every month.

One of the most appreciated of oui- exclianges is the Medico-Le'ar
Jo7u-nal of New York, edited by Clark Bell, LL.D. Every issue is full of the
nmost interesting material, and shoiws work to no end on tie part of te editor.
There is no plactitioner wlic takes any interest in iedico-legal work who can.
afford to be witlout this publication.

One of the liandsonest souvenirs of Toronto we have ever seen is oie-
recently received from Mr. W. S. Carter, the editor of lte Locomotive Fire-

ads Magazi ne, an organiation which lonored Toronto by its convention last
iontli. It cotiains well on to hialf a lundred magnificent half-tones of the-
principal buildings in Toronto reproduced on coated pIper. It is a crelit to.
Editor CUrter, and will be, ve are sure, appreciated by all recipients.
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1PUBLISHERS' DEPAItTMENT.]

PURITY IN FLOUR INDISPENSABLE.

BY B. F: ALLEN, M.D.

NONE of the many articles which make up the household food
supply is of more vital importance than flour This nay seen a
self-evident proposition. Yet it happens that it requires to be re-
peated over and over again, because e.ven thoughtftul people seeni
to forget it. Only the other day an eminent German hygienist
addressed a warning on this subjeet to the housekeepers of the
fatherland. "It is strange, indeed," lie said, " to find people who
are fastidiously careful in other respects willing to accept, without
question or examination, alnost any flour that is offered to themu.
Do they realize the danger that lies in such indifference ?"

rThis is the saine spirit in which the Atne-rican Jowrnal of
Health lias for many years addressed its readers. Flour is used in
ahnost every culinary process ; it is indispensable in the prepara-
tion of food ; it forns what may be called a general bas-s îor the
dietary. Thlerefore, it might seem inconceivable that it should
receive fromn so inany housekeepers such secondary consideration
as it does.

Health cannot be preserved in a household which uses persist-
ently an inferior grade of flour. Housekeepers need to be told
what are the best grades in order that they may escape the con-
sequences of mistakes which occur through ignorance. Mistakes
caused by wilful carelessness, however, wi1l bring their own punish-
ment. We are constantly examining the various brands on the
market and have found none more eminently worthy of confidence
than " Ogilvie's Hungarian Patent Flour," offered by W. W. Ogilvie,
Montreal, Canada. The method we follow in testing a brand of flour
is to secure a sanple of it as if it were required simply for house-
hold use, to submit this to a chemical analysis, and then to adopt
the report made by our own experts. It is impossible for anyone not
connected vith the staff of this journal to be aware that an exain-
ination is being made, and when we publish the facts to the world
they fori a statement which cannot be contradicted truthfully by
anyone. No consideration prevails with this journal excepting the
welfare of its readers, nor do we seek to serve any interest what-
ever but theirs. We endorse " Ogilvie's Hungarian Patent Flour"
for the reason that it is nutritious in a high degree on account of
its large percentage of gluten ; that it is free fron an undue per-
ceitage of starch, and so does not dispose to indigestion that it
has a distinct uniformity of high quality; that it does not sour;
that it produces bread whieh is both light and white. These are
the distinctive characteristics of a first-class flour, and their absence
denotes the inferior kiud. The stomach will inevitably suffer from
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poor flour, which is the dearest in the long run. Sour bread fer-
ments in the stomach, and fiially dyspepsia resuilts. Go on eatingr
sour bread and you will become an incurable dyspeptie. And
bread, biscuits, piecrust, etc., made from inferior flour are upalat-
able as well as injurious. The reinforcement of nervous force-in
short, every physical benefit to be derived frotii good flour may be
enstureld by the use of " Oilvisungarian Patent Flour'." Rememn-
ber that there are all kinds and grades of flour, retailed at all sorts
of prices. You get what you pay for, and the best kind is the only
really ceonomical kind. No more superior flour thanu " Ogilvie's
Hfungarian Patent Flour " cau be fouid on the market. It deserves
the housekeeper's patronage for the reasons we give. We desire
to sec it used because it is excellent; not for the sake of its manu-
.facturer, but for that of the large public we seek to serve.

.HYPERIDROSIS, BROMIDROSIS-THEIR TREATMENT.

OsE of the frequent affections, for the relief of which the family
practitioner is consulted, is hyperidrosis, though more frequently
-broidrosis, especially as applied to the feet. Nothing cant be
;more disagrceable to the sufferer from the latter complaint than a
4consciousness that his presence is obnoxious owing to this cause.
In many instances hyperidrosis is due, iot to lack of bathing or
personal cleanliness, but is as much a disease as are eczematous
-eruptions due to gouty or rheumatie diatheses. It is in the warin
*months of the year that most suffer in this way, though many do
kall the year round. Sometiies this condition affects onily the feet,
sometimes the armpits, frequently the region of the genitalia, and
in women, especially those who are plethoric, the region of the
manmary glands. Though in a large proportion of the cases met
with no constitutional eause can be discovered, yet if carefully
searclied for, it will be noticed that there is a condition of anomia
and faulty innervation, and in young girls even chlorosis present,
the correction and relief of which by the ordinary remedies will
perform a cure. There are, lowever, mnany others where the dis-
case seems to be purely local in origin, and frequently, especially
when in the feet, alnost uncontrollable. Not only is there a hyperi-
drosis, but sooner or later the excessive secretion becomes foul and
disagreeable, rendering the condition one of bromnidrosis. The re-
sult of this condition in the pedal extremities, sooner or later, is
tender feet, rendering locomotion nothing less than painful. The
feet swell, the ankles even becoming puffy. In spite of the sufferer
-wearing fine, pure woollen socks or stockings the condition persists,
very frequently to such au extent as to cause Mbe eruption of smnall
blisters or vesicles, which on breaking cause the formation of
numerous little ulcers and lay up the person in bed frequently for
quite a time. The question that comes to the mind of the physician
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in treating so chronie a case is what form of treatmnent had better
be adopted. He, ve will say, lias tried very frequent salt bathing,
tie use of dusting powders, astringent lotions, evei the application
of Hebra's diachylon ointinent, vith any luiber of tonics admiin-
istered internally, even going so far as ordering belladonna in soiue
forim to check the excessive sweating, and thxen lias been given
little or no relief. By turning to the question of the footwear the
physician will find a ineans of giving great relief to his patient.
There is no doubt that many boots are so badly imade as to cause
local affections of this kind. A system of ventilated shoes lias
recently been introduced into Canada and to which foot-gear the
name of " Respira " has been applied. These shoes are so made that
tiere is a perfect current of air circulating all round the feet all
the time. The idea is certainly a capital one. Every tiime the
person walks, the pressure of the foot on an insole of interspaced
pure rubber causes a suction process and draws in air through an
opening which is in the heel, and which opening can be closed so.
as to be perfectly air and water tight in cold or wet weather. As
soon as the air is drawn in, it is pressed up through a series of
ioles in the inner sole and reaches the foot itself. In that way,
perfect ventilation is given. It will be found that by the use of
these shoes the wearer will no longer suffer from so distressing a
nalady, but on the other hand will get confort and ease. To the
medical profession the introduction by The Kennedy Co., whose-
headquarters for Toronto will be found in the Manning Arcade,
King Street West, of such an article will prove a boon, and also a.
means of giving relief to a class of patients whose cases iii the past
have been in many instances difficult to treat.

WHOLESOME FOOD PRODUCTS.

THE modern tendency toward cheapness of price is primarily an-
swerable for much of the adulteration which is so prevalent in every
line of manufacture. The popular demand must be supplied, and
to meet the existing conditions of things, articles of questionable
merit are thrown upon'the markets. In no other direction is this
deterioration of wares working greater havoe than in the line of
food products, as the impurities in such goods not only impose upon
the purse of the consumer, but even strike at the very foundation
of life itself. It is therefore the duty of every physician to inforni
himself concerning the purity of food products, as it is the duty of
health journals to point out the dangers incident to the use of foods
which may be impure and unwholesone, as well as to indicate
purity and wholesomeness where such desirable qualities have
demonstrated their existence. Hygienie publications in particular
are relied upon to furnish such information to their patrons who
look to such sources for guidance upon all inatters relating to the
well-being of tlienselves and their households.
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Whilst the American Journal of HecaW& has nover hesitated
to expose adulterations in food, it bas alway, been desirous to pay
tribute to pure food products w'herever found, and. whilst aiding its
readers to escape the dangers of the one, it is ever rcady to indicate
where the purest and best in every line may be obtained. In keep-
ing with such principles it is a pleasure to call attention to "Shredded
Viole Whcat Biscuit," whith has been subjected to the most
searching chemical tests with a result of d.îîmonstrating its intrinsie
value and absolute freedom fron all deleterious admîixtures.

The samples experinented on werc obtained in open market,
lience were identical in quality with the goods sold the general
consumer, hence every purchaser of this food product mnay rest
assured that in taking sulich into his fanily he is insuring tie ouse-
iold against the dangers incident to questionable or contaminated

articles of food.
In addition to our analytical exanination of thisi food product,

we have caused to be instituted a searching investigation of the
inanufacturers, the Cereal Machine Co., Worcester, Mass., and tie
report made by editorial representatives assigned to such duty
indicates that a more responsible and trustworthy establishment
does not exist. Tlhrough the operation of our Secret Enquiry
Bureau, we have ascertamed that the greatest care and cleanliness
prevails in the process of' manufacturing their several lines of
goods, which accounts for the high qualities of their products.
Taken altogether, we have never come upon a purer or more whole-
some and nutritious article of food, and in making it a sub.ject of
especial comendation we do so feeling that we are benefitinig
every housekeeper who reads these lines.

O. Hl. TYL.ER, M.l).

Dit. W. P. CAVEN and Mr. Lloyd Wood have just returned
fron a trip South.

DR. T. S. WEBSTER is moving into a very handsome new ihouse
on Spadina Avenue, just above Knox College.

Dit. J. MOMASTER lias moved from 76 to 114 McCaul Street,
the residence of Dr. Leitch previous to his moving to Spadina Ave.

DR. G. S. RYERSON and Dr. G. H. Burnhan, of Toronto, attended
the meeting at Buffalo, N.Y., of the American Electro-Thîerapeutic
Association last month.

DR. J. J. CASSJDY attended the meeting of The Executive
Ainerican Health Officers' Association at Ottawa last week, and
took an active part in the work there.

DR. C. R. DicKSoN, of Sherbourne Street, is to be congratulated
upon the result of his year's work as President of the American
Electro-Therapeutic Association, which met in Buffalo, N.Y., two
weeks ago. Owing to the doctor's efforts the meeting was a dis-
tinct success. We hope to give a digest of the meeting next issue.


